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I

PREFACE

During the past fifteen years, psychology has been infused with a vigorous

new interest in the mentalistic problems which sparked the birth of scien

tific psychology in the nineteenth century. (Palis, 1975, p. 11)

There is little doubt that the mind ~s back in style. (Neimark and Santa,

1975, p. 173)

Ancther cons~quence f~r intelligence testing of the split between experi

mental and applied psychology is that, relative to the total amount of re

sea,ch on intelligence tests and their predictive po~~r, very little con

sid~ration has been devoted to the psychological p=ocesses involved in at-

~ining the correct answers (or in failing to attain them). (Butcher, 1968,

pp. 73-74)

••• I would entirely agree that there is room for other supplementary tests

to tell us more about children's cognitive styles and strategies, and speci

fic learning dis2bilities, if someone would invent them. (Vernon, 1979, p. 11)

There is at present but on~ theoreti~al description of the nature and organi

satiun of adolescent thought: Piaget's elegant and comprehensive treatment

of f ormaI operations (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958). (Neimark, 1975, p , 542)
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With the increasing interest in application of Piagetian theory for

curriculum design and evaluation, the use of Piagetian formal operational

tasks to quantify gains in intellectual development has and will continue to

become more widespread ••.• (Lawson, Nordland and De Vito, 1974, p. 267)

We know, however, that the study of the child and the adolescent can help

us unuerstand the further development of the individual as an adult ••••

(Piaget, ]972, p. ]2)
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II

ABSTRACT

While there is increasing emphasis in education on the learning of intellectual

processes, relatively little attention has been given to the rigorousass2ss

ment of these processes.

An attempt was made to construct a group test which measured both specific pro

cesses of thinking as well as the general level of thinking attained at adoles

cence. Test Hems were modelled onPiagetian tasks as described by EHind

(1961b), t.awson and Renner (1974) and Shayer et a1. (1976).

The test as a whole was considered to have acceptabl e face and content val"idity."

Most items, as well as the test as a whole, showed low, but acceptable construct ·

val~dity for a research instrument.

The reliability of the test in its present fcrm was unacceptably low.

Further development of the test is discussed as well as the implication~which

~ere raised for education.
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III

INTRODUCTION

1. PROCESSES IN EDUCATION

Education today stresses the learning of intellectual processes (Nay, 1971).

A curriculum illustra ting the stress laid on processes is Sci ence - a

process approach (1968) produced for the E1ementary School by the American

Association for the Advancement of Science. This curr iculum promotes the

learning of the processes of scie~ce.e.g. observing, measuring, controilin~

variables, etc. It was considered by the course designers that the learniilg

of processes was more important than the learning of content and the achiev

ing of correct factual answers. The primary reason for the stress on :.roces

ses is that because of their generality proc~sse~ promise to transfer more ·

readily to a wide variety of areas. This is in contrast to content which is

more like1y to be subject specific.

However despite the stress on processes there has not been a concommitant

increase in rigorous testing and the production of valid and reliable ~easures

of processes. Most educational tests are more concerned with the m9asuremcnt

Of products than with the measurement of processes (Gutcher, 1968; Ve rron,

1979); ~.g. if ability to solve verbal an0logy problems is being tested the

stress is usually on deriving t he correct answer (the product) rather- than

recording in some way the means by which the answer was obtained (the::: process).

This is not to say that processes have been entirely neglected.
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Many teacher-tests and examinations have looked at the processes raised

by Bloom's taxonomy of skills in the cognitive domain (Bloom et al.;

1956), e.g. the ability to apply knowl edge (Cross1ey, 1979).

Essay questions h~ve always been used to test the process of sustained

verbal reasoning .

Individual intelligence tests e.g. t he Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children (WISe) and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale

have allowed the experienced psychologist to make inferences regarding

the level of certain of the testee1s p~ocesses (Butc~er, ]968).

However ~hi1e these methods may have merit in individual situations, there

would be much benef i t i n produci ng a valid and reliable test which was inde

pe~dent of the idiosyncrasies of specific situations.

It is ac~nowledged that although it is useful to use the product - process

distinction, there is an obvicus interdependence bet~een product and process

{Philp and Ke l ly , 1974j. Generally however products are more easily observ-

able than processes.

One way to make processes more evident is to ask the subject to describe his

thinking. Unfortunately this introspective method fell into disrepute with

the adven t of behaviourism and Butcher (1968) and ~'Jhimbey (1975) suggest that

this is one of the major reasons for the curr2nt neglect of cognitive pro-

cesses.
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2. A MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRO DUCT AND PROCESS

DIAGRAM 1 below attempts to clarify the relaticnship between product and pro

cess test items. All test questions require a product-type answer represent

ed by the heavy line. The thought processes lying b8hind a product-type ans

wer may be infinitely complex. The shaded area represents the quantity of

process made observabZe when an Rn swe ~ is produced.

DIAGRAM 1

MODCl INDICATING RElATlONSHIP BE7WEEN PRODUCT AND OBSERVABLE PROCESS IN A

TEST ITEM

Product answers which require fairly automat l c responses e.q. 2 X 2 = ?

give an immediately ob~ervable product but reveal little of the underlying

processes and WQuld be situated Jt the lef t of the product line. If error

analysis (Behr, 1975) i s carr i ed out on the answers the product would move

towards the right. Product answers accompanied by explanations which reveal

much reqardiuq t he thought processes involved will fall at the extreme right

of the product line. Most items from p~blis~ed educational tests would fall

at the left hand side of the product line. However there are sume tests

where processes of various types have been rendered observable,e.g. the -Fros t i g

deve lopmental test of visunZ perc~ption . ( ~ ro s t i g , Lefever and whittlesey, ~ 96 6 )

is used to measure the component processes of visual perception e.g. the ability

to differentiate figure from ground.
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Another process - oriented test is the Illinois test of psycholinguistic .

abilities (Kirk, McCarthy and Kirk, 1968) which measures higher cognitive

processes, e g. verbal expression - the ability to express meaning through

the use of spoken 1anguage. Thi s is in contrast to the Frostig developmental

test of visual perception which is concerned with lower level perceptual

processes.

There are however few tests concerned with logical processes at adolescence.

Some which have been cons(ructed are discussed in V, pp. 36-40.

It was decided that there was value in wurking in this arpa dnd atte~lpt~ng

to co~struct a valid and reliable test to measure cognitive processes at

adolescer.ce - with the knowledge that what is applicable to adolescent

thought ~s to a large measure applicable to adult thought (PiRget, 1972)~

3. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE RESEARCH

Before a serious attempt can be made to construct a test at adolescent level

Cl suitable theore t'i cal basis must be chosen. Two broad approaches are pos- .

sible.

A f1ull iber uf different models can be used. Each model would be regarded

as being par~icularly appropriate for the construction of items ~e~sur

ing specific processes.

AIholistic theory, which attempts to deal with all intellectual pro

cesses, can be used. Whel'e applicable reference can be made to one or

more ~ircumspect models as a means of giving the theory even more

genera1i ty . .
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The latter approach was chosen .

The most detai ied treatment of the processes of thinking and cognitive

deve~0pment ;s undoubtedly that of Piaget and his associated researchers.

Modgil (1974) lists 112 publications emanating from Piaget and his students

which span the years from 1923 - 1972.

Furthermore there is only one full description of the nature of adolescent

thought - as found in Inhelder anJ Piaget's 1958 pUblication1 (Neimark, 1975).

~ Their description of the processes involved in the solving of science prob

lems is so detailed that it even reaches the level . of logic~l operations.

Although lacking in scope the concept identification (Cl) model of Bru ner et

al. (1955) c~r. be used to infer greater generality. Although this mode~ has

some sh0rt-comings (se~ C~rroll, 1964; Sto~es, 1966; Paris, 1975), it is

famous for its description of the various strategies which subjects employ

when they are sol Ving Cl problems. It is considered appropriate to relate

this model to certain of Piaget's formulations re9arding adolescent thought.

Piaget's system offers the advant~ge that if the test is constructed within

his system it can -;nvoke his stag e theory. Thi s promi ses to compensate fe r

any undue fractionation of the subject's thtnk inq , the dangers of which in

education are di scussed by Mann and tJhillips (1967). Because Piaget has a

wholistic model of the fonnal stage it is possible to predict that because

1 Although The gro~thof Zogi ccl thinki ng from. chi ldhood t o adole scence is

co-authored by Inhelder and Piaget and although neo-Piagetians have intro

dtlced theoretical modif i cat i.or,s the theory will/at times, be attributed to

Piaget alone. This is done in the interests of brevity and readability.
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a pupil has reached this stage he wi l l display a number of interrelated pro-

. cesses of thinking. e.g. he will be able to practise sustained logical reason

ing, generate new combinations of vari ables,etc. While the entry into the

stage i~ not argued to be complete in every respect, knowledge that a pupil

is in a particular sta~e gives evidence that a certain configuration of pro

cesses and concommit~ nt emotional behaviour will probably be within his reach.

4. THE TEST ENVISAGED AND ITS PROPOSED USES

While it is possibl ~ for researchers to administer Piaget's tasks individually

most class t.eachers have not the background or time to devise clnd admin~ster

the tasks and then to interpret the res ults. If a test is to be devised it

must be ~fsuch a na ture that it can be used to assess the cognitive develop

ment of 1a'(ge numbers of pupi 1s simultaneously so that time and effort may be

economica1ly used.

Attempts to use Piaget's tasks in the construct~on of a valid and reliable

group test Iook promi s i nq. Longeot (1962, 1965), Tisher (1971), Tisher and Dale

19 ,53.; 1975b),Burney (1976), Shayer et al. (1976) and Shayer and Wylam . (1978) are

researchers who, using Piagetl~ tas ks, have attempted to devise group tests

capable of diff~rent~ating pupi l s who have reached the stage of formal opera 

tions from those who are at other levels of cognitive development.

The proposed test COL:ld have a number of uses: €.g~

A contemporary parauigm of great importance in education is the diagnostic

remedial model (Bateman, 1971). In this approach, tests (or detailed ob

servat ions ) are used to specify as precisely as possible what processes

are defici ent. Using this info rmation a remedial programme aimed at corree
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ting the deficiencies is implemented.

A number of diagnostic tests are accompan,~d with advice on remediation,

e. g. 't he Fr os t i g dev elopmental: t.ce t: of visual perception (Frost{g, Lefever an,

Whittleseys 1966) can be followed up by the USG of the Pictures and

patterns programme (Frostig, Horne and Miller : 1972) which attempts to

remediate deficient areas of visual percepticn. At a higher cognitive

level researchers have had some success in remediRti ~lg deficits1in the

ability to control variables. e.g. Case and Fry (1973), Brcddermann

(1973), Lawson and Wollman (1976) and Wol1man and Lawson (1977L showinq

that the diagnostic-remedial paradigm ca~ be applied to formal intellec-

tual processes. It is hcpeci that the p1 an~ed test will be able to help

in identifying oeficient intellectual Drocesses so that remediation may

be implemented.

The proposed test caultl be used to identify a pupl ] I s general cogniti ve

orientation. This would ~llow educators to match instructional atte~

tion to the pupil's l evel of development (Bart, 1972; Lawson and Renner,

1975; Sayre and Ball, 1975; lisher and Dale, 1975a).

If the stage at whi ch the pupil is functioning is kno~n instructional

treatments may att2mpt to move the pupil to a higher level of function-

ing (Lawson and Blake, 1976).

1 . The word "deficits" is used i ::la broad s ens e to include both older disadvan-

taged pupils who were clearly edu cationally retarded and younger pupils who

did no t show wid espread educa t i ona l retardation.
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5. CONCLUSION

An attempt wi11 be made to construct a valid and reliable process test based

on th0 formulations of the Pi agetian school and where possible related to

the findings of Cl research. It will give information on the processes and

general orientatioil attai~ed by adolescents so that educational treatments

may r.~ planned ac~ordingly.

The following section wil~ 2valuate the formulations of Piaget and the Cl

theorists as a basis for the test.
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IV

THEORETIC AL BASIS FOR THE TEST

1. PIAGET'S SYSTEM OF GENETIC EP ISTEMOLOGY

According to Piaget (1973):

Genetic epistemology deals with the formation and meaning of knowledge

and with the means by which the human mind goes from u lower level of

knowledge to one that is judged to be hi gher. (p. xlii)

Genetic epi stcmol oqy can therefore be arqued to be a very suitable discipli ne

to supply information reqard inq intellectual processes and the overel l le:1Iel

of jntel l ectual development attained .

. However no syst~matic attempt will be made to de~cribe Piaget's theories;

this has already been carried out by a host of most able commentators e.g.

Flavell (1963), Beard (1969), Ginsberg and Opper (1969) and Sund (1976). Only

those features of the theory which can be utili zed in the construction of the

test will be discussed.

a. The processes of thought

It has al ready been noted that Piagethas produced the only detailed account

of the nature of adolescent thought (Neimark~ 1975). His account includes a

general description of formal reasonin g, details of intermediate leve, pro

cesses~e.g. the controlling of variables, and an analysis of the logical

processes postulated. Thus his description provides information at various

levels - allo~ing a test designer to pick the material he will use.
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Piaget's most penetrating description of processes has been at the logical

level. He actually believes t he thinker "thinks in logic". He states (1973):

The fundamental hypothesis of gene t i c epistemology is that there is .

a parallelism between the progress made in ths logical and rational organ-

isation of knowledge and the corresponding [ormativ2 psychological

( 1 .. )processes. p. X.'1

Thus it is net surprising that logic plays such an important part in his

writings.

There are two basic components of Piaget's sy~tem of logic. One is the com-

binatarial system; the 0ther is the JNRC group 0f operations. Parsons (1958)

speaks of the combinatorial system (aho ca~led li t he structured whole" as

follows:

Ln sum, · the structured '....iio l e , by vir tile of whi ch the subject is able

both to combine parts into a whole and to sep8rate them from it, might

be impressionistically characterised 6S a sort of mental scaffolding

held up by a nllwbcr of girders j0ined to each other -tn such a way that

an agile subject can aIways get from any point - vertically or horizon-

tally - to any other without trapping himself in a dead eD~ (p.xx)

The INRC group (Ldenti ty , Negation, Re ciprocity andCot-rel at i vi ty ) are opera

tions which, if the analogy is extended, cGuldLe regarded as skills which

allow the subj ect to move around the systern of gi rders .

The generality of Piaget's model promise's that these processes are potentially

present in all formal thinking - reqardl ess of the content or area being con

sidered. However Piaget's view that the thinker thinks in l09~C is not with

out problems.
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If one considers that all thinkers think in a perfectly logical fashion - and

especially in terms of the combinatorial system and the INRC group of opera-

tions _ one is simply not taking into account the many alternative and highly

idiosyncratic methods which people use when thinking (Paris, 1975). Further

more there is a dange r that one1s understanding of cognitive processes may be

hampered because one is trying to fit observable b2haviou~ into a preconceived

model. Thus Parsons (1960) , a logician ~ consid~rs that Piaget's model is too

restrictive and cannot be applied to all thinking. He suggests that Piaget's

logico-mathematical model can only readily be used in certain experiments "of

a clear-cut and simple structurev'Tp, 82)

Logician Ennis (1975) has another type of cr-it i ci sm. He has actually worked

through Piaget's logic and he claims that P~agetls logic contains faults. He

writes:

Since Piaget us~s logic to j~dg~ the adequacy Gf children's thinking,

as well as to attempt to describe the thinking, these inadequacies

in the logic are a significant flaw. (p. 38)

Furthermore few researchers have actually worked through Piaget's data or

attempted to replica te his experimental ~;ork. A notable exception is Bynum

et al. (1972) who have published a re-aua lys i s of tne protccols of Inhelder

and Piaget's (1%8) experiment with "invisible magnetism".l They note that

the only evi dence "for all sixteen binary propositions being used comes from Gouls

protocol. Their re-analysis of the san~ protocol yielded only eight of the

sixteen operations cl ained , Hhen the same basic research group (~lf.:itz et al.,

1973) carried out a replication experiment (with fifty-seven :subjects) only five

of the operations were noted.

1 See Inhelder and Piaget (1958). Chapter 6. The role of invisible magnetiza

tion and the sixteen binary propositional operations. pp. 93-104.
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It is acknowledged that Piaget's views are at times suspect. However his

attempt to find a wholistic theory of thinking has, despite its flaws, laid

a foundation which can be built upon; e.g. as done by Ennis (1978). It s-eus

that while some of the processes which Piaget has identified may bE investig

ated in a test, there is no need to assume that his system is faultless and

that adolescent thinking is li mited to one model , which does not allow for

individual variations .

b. The stage of formal operations

,

Unde r optimum conditions the chilM can enter the stage of fornlal oDerations

at about 11 - 12. Piagct (1972) wr ites:

•.. from II - 12 years to 14 - 15 years a whole series of novel t i e c h i.gh-

lights the arrivA l of a more complete l og i c that will attain Cl s t.a t e ' of

equi l i.briure once t he child reaches ado l es cence at about III - I::> years , (p , ':

Flavell (1963) describes the stage of formal operations in these terms:

'i-!e see, then, that formal thought I s for P'i ag e t not so much this or that

specific behavi cur a s it is a gene ral iser] oment.at-ion ; some t imas exp l i c it

and some times i mplicit, towards probl em- so lving: an or i en t a t i.on t owar ds

organising data (combinatorial analysis), towards b ol a t i on and control

of variables, t.owar d s the hyp othetical, andi:owa r ds lugical jus t i.f i cat i on

and proof , (p . 2!1)

Piaget's stage of fonnal operations is a staqe when a set ef related thinking

processes are used. The advantage of having a test whi ch will put p~pils into

a stage is that it is able to draw attention ~way from a highly analytical

view of abilities towards a view where many related abilities ~re considered

at the s~me time. If a group of related abilities are considered at the same

t-ime there i svery likely to be some tie-up with /emotional factors - which
"

are of critical importance in most educational-learning situations.
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The relationship of the affective dimension and the cognitive dimension has

been noted by Piaget(1958), and by neo-Pi agetians e.g. Blasi and Hoeffel

(1974). Thus Piaget1s view of a stage has tbe advantage that it allows the

adolescent to be seen in toto.

The existence of the formal stage has been queried. However there is evidence

that formal thinking exi st s and that ~ t is differp~t from concrete thinking

from which it grows. Significant correlations have been found between tasks

which are supposed to measure formal thought suggesting that the tasks do in

fact rest on a common coqni t i ve basis (Lovel i , 1971; Lawson, Nordland and De

Vi to , 1975).

When formal t asks have oeen facto r analysed it ha~ been reported that formal

operational th inking is unifactorial: e.g. Lov el l and Butterworth (1966),

Lovell and Shields (1967), Ba rt (1971). When La~son and Renner (1974)

and Lawson and Nor di and (1976) work i ng with a battery of concrete

and formal tasks) carried out principal component anr.lys i s , they found evi

dencf for two fairly distinct types of thought in thesp tasks, viz. concrete

arod formal , thuc::: r::orroborati l'"\g Piagetts view:=, ;

But while t here may be evidence for two types of thought there is considerable

evidence ag ai nst a eudden t ransi t l on f rom the stage: 'of concrer.e operati ons to

. the stage of Formal operations , Dale (1970) vJriting on the "chemical s

bl III . kpro em rema r 's:-

The investigat ion produced no evidence for sharp transition from

concrete to fODual thinking at ag e 11 - 12 years. It app ears that

there is a gradual , almost linear, increase in ability to solve this

. 1
See Inhelder and ~iaget ( 1958). Chap t e r 7. Combinations of colored and co!or-

less chemical bodies. pp. 107-122.
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particular problem and in the abi li t y to construct and systematically

test combinations. The latter ability begins at just be Low age 6 years

and app ear s to be still increasing at ag e 1.5 years. Ability to

cornpLe t e I y solve the problem began a t age 10 years approximately and

is still increa~ing at 15 years. (p. 285)

Somerville (1974) i n her exhaustive study of the"pendulum problen'Tproduced a

total of nine sub-stages ~n route from the beginning of concrete thoL!.ght to

late formal thought. Furthermore each sub-stage has up to four sets of cr-l terta

for recognizing i t (with alternative sets of criteria). An unbiased viewing

of this scoring system would suqqes t that there is no sudden trans it.ion from

concrete to form a1 thinking: in fact there is a continuous scale.

Wo 'I1 man (197 7) gives a sensible interpretation of the evidence:

The distinction be t ween Piaget' s concre t e and formal stages of i n t all.cc

tual devA.l opment may not be as sharp as i s suggested by his data ..... , .•

It thus b ecomes po s sible to ass ess a stud ent's performance, not as either

con c r e t e o r formal, bu t rather as l ying on a ~ontinuol.i 3 scale ext en d i-i g

from r elatively concrete to relatively formal . (p . 385)

Perhaps th~ dis c:repancy betwt'l"n the :.tbove observations and Piaget1s own arises

because Piaget does not use enough carefully sampled subjects and does not ·

standardise his inte rview technique. Piaget uses a method of interviewi~g

which he cal'ls the me~hode clinique . Working with pupils individually he

sets them problems wi th fairly commonplace materie l s . The child's answers

1 See Inhelder an d Piaget (1 958) . Chapter 4 . The o s c i lla t i on of a pendulum and

the 'JperatiuIls of exclusion. pp. 67- 79.
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are followed up with detailed questioning (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958).

Piaget i s probably more interested in t he wrong answers than in "the right

answers, for it is these whi ch show up the characteristics of the chil~'s

thought. The mebhode clin.ique undoubtedly produces great i nsi gilt into a

few pupils' thinking but does not necessarily lead to valid generalisations.

Because of the lack of rigou r in his rese~rch many of Piaget's views remain

essentially hypotheses waiting to be tested by energetic experimentalists 

possibly in simpler experimental situations, (as done by G'Brien and Shapiro,

1968 and Shapiro and O' Brien, 1970). However once this is acknowledged,

Piaget' s formul ati ons are very respectab 1e: they should however not be

presented as a rigid system of well-nigh proven disccveries.

What can be accepted is that:

the re is€vidence for at least two type~of thinking, viz. concrete

and formal thinking.

a co rrelation exi st s between success in the different tasks which

measure formal thi nk i nq ,

as child ren increase in age beyond ad01escence ~h~re will be an overall

increase in the proportion of tns tances in which chi l dren show formal

thought. Crtter-i a of 662/ 3% (Shayer et al., 19/6) and 80% (Seyre and

Ball, 1975) have been used in tests to allow for the fact that formal

thinking is not always used - even by pupi l s supposed to be in the

formal stage.
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c. Genetic Epistemol ogy and education

Another reason why Piagetls formulations offer a suitable basis for the test

is because they allow for the influ ence of education, provided cue note is

taken of the role of maturation. Inhelder and Piaget (1958) comment:

the maturation of the nervous system can do no more than octer

mine the totality of possibilities and impossibilities at a given

stage. A particula r social environment r emains indispensable for

the real isation of these possibi l~ties. It follows that their rcali~

sation can be acce lerated or reta rded as a function of cultural and

educational cond i tions. (p. 337)

Elsewhere Piaget (1964) comments on t he importance of a child ha'ling

the structures character-istic of a certa i u level of coqni t ive development

before he is t~ug ht particular subject-ma~ter:

The child can receive valuable infoYillation via language or v~a

education directed by an adult only if he is in a state \-There he

can unde r s t and this i.uf orma t i.on , Th~t is, t o receive the i.nfonu a.t i.cn ,

he must have a structure whi ch enabl es h i rn to a s s i mi l a t e ch i s inior

mation. This i s why you cannot teach higher nlathem&tics to a five

year old. He does not have structures whi ch enab Le him to und er s t a .i d.

(p , J 80)

This ilnplies that teachers should be able to assess the stage of cognitive

development which their pupils have reached.

To some extent this is acceptable educational practice.
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Tisher and Dale's (1975) ~~derstanding i n s ci ence t est has been used in

Australia to identify those pupils who need a more concrete apprach to

their school science. The Australian Science Education Project (ASEP)

has three types of materials matched for three levels of student cognitive

development (Lucas~ 1972). El sewhere the following description is given:

Stage I materials are suit.::ble fo r stucients at Piaget's concrete

stuge of development when thinking is dependent on the presence of

conc~ete objects and exampl e s .

Stage 2 materials are for students in transition from the concrete

to the formal stage ,

Stage 3 mat e r i a l s are for s tuden t » at Piaget' s fonnal stage when

there is freedom from dependence un concrete examples, and hypo

theti~al s ituations can be consider~d (Tisher and Dale, 1975a p. 3).

However most scho01 curricula, such as th~ ASEP, while giving some attention

to matching academ~c demands and pupi ls' level 0f cognitive development~

'al so attempt to move pupils on to use more advanced thinking.

While maturation and random experienc~s ~which Piaget stresses (Brainerd,

1978)~ do have a par-t t o play, educators also have a respcns i bi l i ty to plan

experiences so that thp pupils learn t he mos t effective processes of thouJht

which the i~ maturing nervous systems allow the~ 't o use.

It must be painted out that the relat ionshtu between learning and cognitive

development is complex. Usually learning is viewed as applying to more

specif'ic information or processes which do not necessarily ;nvolve an in

crease in i ntell ectua1 abi 1ity. On the other hand the term "cogniti ve de-'

velopment" implies a wide ranging permanent change in thinking usually
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accompanied by some physical maturation . Once cognitive development has

taken place it is assumed t hat subsequent thought at the same level of

difficulty wil~ be facilitated.

However if maturaticn and Zea~ning take place at the same time then there

seems to be no reason why the process cannot be regarded as cognitive

deveIopment1 •

Thus it can b~~ argueJ that pupi l s who are maturing or have matured sufficient

- l y can Zeara to use both specific operations and adopt a general formal

orie~tati 0n. Despite Piaget's relu ctancG t o encourage the t2aching ~f for

mal opera ti ons (Gaudia, 1974) it does not seem that there is any ser-ious

incompatibility between Piaget's views and those of contemporary education.

"

Ho~ever Gaudia (1974) cl aims that as far a ~ edu cat ion is concerned Piaget's

system is accused by what it lenves out. He writes that a great system

such as Pi aqet ' s whi ch only gives cursory attention to education, is lacking.

Gaudi a v/ri te s:

... P~~getls own writings on that subj ect (education) probably make up

less than one t enth of I p~r cent of his tot2l literary output. (p.482)

" ..... ... " .... " ..... " .. " " .. ... " ... " " " " ..... " " " " .... " " . " .... " " " ." . " . " . " ... : " "

we get Lhe impres sion of a r eluctant ped ago gue who would much ra~her

concern hi~self wi t h ph i Loso pny , l ogic, development, rnat h emat i cs j - v an d bi

logy, and h i s r eluctance i s mani f es t ed i n the imbalance between his

~ducat iona l and his noneduca tional writings. (p. 483)

1 From current us ag e it seems that the. word "intellectual" is used in the

same way 3 S "cogni tive" and "growth" in the same way as "development".

This gives 'four combinations which do not substantially differ in meaning,

vi z. intellectual growth, cognitive growth, intellectual development and

ronon; r;'lT D rlo.,,7 01 nnmont-
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However few researchers try to build total systems and Piaget's is more

inclusive than most. Educators have to look for the implications and use

his theory to amp1i fy thei r own model s . Th? great value of Piaget 1iesi n

the fact that he has provided a theory whi ch can be assimilated into educa

tional practice. A number of curricula have used aspects of Piaget's system.

ASEPhas already been mentioned. Amongst other~, Sund (1976) lists the

Biological Science Curriculu mStudy course for the Middle School, Science

5/13 and the Early Childhood Curriculum of Celia l.avatel l i . Many authors

such as Sime (1973) and Mc Nally (1974) have attem~ted to show the relevance

of Piaget's work for education.

In an interview with Evans (1973) Piaget road this to say:

Oh, I am convinced that what we have found can be of use in the

field of education~ in g0ing b~yond learning theory, for instance,

and su gge s ting othet ~~th0ds 0 f learning. I thiuk this is basic.

But I am not. a pedagogue myself, and I don't have any advice to

give to educa ro r s . hll we car. do i s provide some facts. (p. 51)

Piaget has certainly provided some facts. He has also provided useful

theory which will be used in the construction of this educat ional Iy orien

ted test.

d. ~elationship of Piagetian measures wi th age, ~ntelligen~e and

academic Ach~evem2nt

It is most important that the relationship between piaget i an measures and

measures of cognitive development accepted in education e.g . age, IQ and

academic achievement art:> investigated.
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If there is a suitably positive relationship between Piaqetian measures and

measures of age, intelligence and academic achievement test results .

it will be permissible to argue that Piaget's theory is relevant to education.

Furthermore it can be argued that Piageti a.n measures used in previous research

validly measure the trait of increased cognitive development with age, and

the abstract cons tructs of i nte11 i gence (broadly defi ned) and abil i ty to

achieve academical ly.

Piaget has repeatedly noted that there isa relationship, however flexible,

between increasing age and increased cognitive deve l opment (Inhe·'der and

Piaget, 1958). Thus if a large number of pupils are given Piagetian tasks

at an appropriate Ievel of difficulty there should be a s i qntficant re lat ton- .

shi p between increased age and increased scores on piageti an measures. Evi 

dence showing that the percentage of pupils attaining success on fornlal oper

ational tasks increases with age comes from c large number of sources and

has been tabulat~d by Blasi and Hoeffel (1974).

Blasi and Hoeffel give the percentage incidence of formal operational think

ing for :di fferent tasks in the following age grcups, -11,11-14,15-18 ~nd ·

18+. Twenty-seven studies allow compar-i scn of the incidence of Formal oper

ational thinking between groups. All th2~eAtudies show an increase in the

percentage of formal operational thinking with age.

Some of the differences between studies dealing with the same task (e.g.

percentaqe formal thinkers in chemicals task with 11-14 year olds varies

from 0% to .more than 50%) may be due to the lack of standardisation in the

present-
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ation and evaluation of the t asks, some to cultural differences, some to

differences in intelligence and some to differences in educational experien

ces . .

A striking observat~on is that contrary to the impression given in Inhe1der

and Piaget (1958) ~ot all adolescents - or adults - enter the stage of for

mal operations. Neverthel ess the tre nd to increased success with age is

present - a trend which suggests that Piaget's tasks are valid measures of

cognitive development.

1 t , .I.!]te11 i genc.§.

Piaget uses the concept of intelligence. However his view of intelligence

'i ~ somewhat di ff'e rerrt f rom a typi cal psychometric view of intelligence.

The most important difference is that Piaget gives definite descriptions of

the u~der1ying processes which may be expected at each staye of intellectual

development. Following the publication of Inhelder and Piaget's (1958)

work, Bruner (1959) praised Piaget's views thus:

The psychologist for his part welcom es the qaali~ative character

of logic, since it facilit ates the an alysis of the actual structures

underly ing intellectual operations as contrasted with the quantita

tive t r ea trcen t of t he i.r behavioral out come. Most "tests" of i n t e l 

ligence mea~ure the latter, but our real 'pr obl em is to discover the

~ctual operational mechanism which gover n such behaviour and noe

simply to measure it • (p , 363)

Another difference between Piagetian measures and intelligence tests is

that intelligence tests are norm refe re ~ ce d , and as such are more sensitive
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to individual differences in ability. Piagetian measures however are

criterion referenced as they give a definite indication regarding the

type of behaviour expected at certain points in cognitive development.

However, despite the fact t ha t Piaget's view of 'intell i gence is somewhat

different from a typical psychometric view ther2 should still be some

correlation between scores on typical intelligEnce tests and Piagetian

measures. Piagetian tasks and most psychometric test items are both con

cerned wi th what could broadly be called problem-so l vtnq and reasoning.

Research does in fact indicat~ a moder~te correlation between scores on

Piagetian tasks and Inte l Ttqence Ouctient (IQ) scores. Kohlberg and Gilli

gan (1971) note tha t these correlations are in the 50's. Elkind

(1961b, D.558)studying quantity concepts, fou n ~ a low but statistically

signif"icant correlation between IQ measures and -attai nment of an "abstract

conception of vo luae". Shayer et al. (1975) ' found a correlation of between

0,55 and 0,63 between thE cugnitive 1evel (i.e. overall classifi cation)

attributed to pupi1s and t hei r nnn- verhal inte11igence . 8art (1971,

p. 76) notes that "the component indica ting formal thought correlated mod

estly with the measure of verbal inte~ligence". i.e. r = 0,467.

Other research ers e.g. Mealings (1962), Good~ow and Bethon (1966) have

worked with Mental Age (MA) instead of IQ . As in the case of IQ's corre 

lations between Piagetian task measu res and MA's have also been moderate.

Furthermore the fac~ that Piagetian ~a s k s have been included in the recently

produced New British Individual Scale (Warburton, 1970) is evidence that

Piagetian ta sks measure at least in part what psychometric tests measure.
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Overall it can be said tha tPiaget's qualitative description of intelligence

is most useful. The statis tical rela tionship between Piagetian 'measures and

psychometric measures indi cates that the constructs being measured by t~ese

two different methods are actually si mi l ar. Piaget's tasks can 0e said to

validly measure i nte l l i qe uce.

iii. Academic achievement

Although Piaget has not commented on aca0emic achievement a number of neo

Piagetians have researched the relationship between academic achievement

and performance on Piageti an t2.sks.

Performance on Piagetian tasks has been found to show significant posi tive

correlations with aC l1ievement when measurfd by school grades (SClyre and

Ball, 1975), ard when measured using standardised tests (La~son, Nord1and a~d 0
Vi

1975). Sayre and Ball (1975) have shown that Junior Hi gh School and Seni or

High School Pupils who were classed as formal th ir.ke rs received significant

- ly higher science grades than non-formal students . Lawson et ar. (1975)

found significant correlations between a wide ranue of standardised ashi eve-

ment tests (e.g. College Ent rance Examination Board Achievement Test Oin

English, Mathematics and Science) AND Piagetian t ask measures.

Sinc2 there is a significant relationshi p between Pi;;lgetiall measures and

achievement, Pi aget's theorising can be argued to off'er Cl useful theoret i cal

basis for the design of a test which will be measuring processes which play

an important part in academic achievement. Piagetian tasks can also be

cl aimed to validly measure t:',e trait of "ability to achieve academically".
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IDENTIFICATION (C l) MODEL

sks to be used in t he test is the pendulum problem (Inhelder

358). This t ask wil l 1ater be related to the Cl model.

Cl problem an array or a deck of cards is used. Each card has

i imensional i sed attrib~tes e.g. co1our, shape, number of figures

borders. Each attribute is represented by one of a number of

colour may be red, blue or green or number of borders may be

lree . The subject is then required to do one or both of the

; 900d and Bourne, 1965):

the defining attributpvalues - usually two - which are

r- i st i c of the concept (whi ch may be given a name such as "BIF"),

IF may be any card \)'itich has e. g. TWO figures AND TWO borders

the rule indicating the re lat i onship between the attr·ibutes.

xample above the rul e is that of conjunction - one attribute

her att r ibute mus t be present. .

se1ect si nql o cards from an ar ray and state whether any are

1on-exemp13rs of the conce~t. This is known as the selection

they may be ~ivcn a card from a d9ck and asked to indicate

card shown is an exempl~r or a non-exemplar of the concept.

d the recept ion paradiglil It is not intended to review all

With Paris (197S) it is considered th~t the description of

amongst the most us eful research done in this field~ strategies

ered as anI:; type of process.
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a. Cl strategies

A number of strategies can be used to solv~ Cl problems. Bruner et al.

(1956) described four stra tegies , ii z. conservative focussing, focus gamb

ling, successive scanning and simultaneous scanning. While Butcher (1968),

Laughlin (1973) and Ne imar k and Santa (1975) ha~e pointed out that the dif

ference between these strategies is not as great as was originally thought,

there is illerit in cons i deri ng them as they represent one view of the pro

cesses involved in problem-solving.

In cons eroai ive f oeus s ing with the selection paradigm the subject chooses

an instance so that only one attribute is vari ed at a t -ime; but in doing

this he must perfonTi a number of matching ope rations to ensure that the

rest of the attributes arp kept constant. Greater inferential or logical

demands are t hus being m~de. In the reception paradi gm the subject comcar'es

cards which have orly one differing attribute. Conservative focussing is

accordi np to Brunei' et al. (1956), the most successful st rategy. It has

low memory re qut rement.s but as men ti oned has high inference strai n. Further

evidence that it is a more efficient strategy is provided by Laughlin (1973).

Conservative focussing a p~ears to be ~ special case of the control of vari 

ab1es - an important forma 1 process ,

In foeus gambling two attributes are changed wii.:h each trial. As the name

suggests the subject is gambling. If the gamble is successful the status

of the card \1!;11 not change thereby rapi dly giving information on two at tr-i

-butes. If the status of the card does change the st udent has to redo

the step he attempt ed to leave out. Overall he will have carried out the

same number of choices :13 woul:' have been required using conservative f'o

cussing. This strategy has not recei ved the attention which the other strat-
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egies have received and Laug hli n (1973) shows that in many experiments it

cannot be differentiated from scanning.

Scanr.tnq is essentially hypothesis t esting behaviour It/here the accent is not

on controll ing variu bles.

In succes s i ve sc~ning the student only considers his current hypothesis.

Hence he does not need to match the attributes other than the one he is

currently test.ing. "It is the least demanding strategy but is also the

least efficient. SililUltaneous s canni ng is similar to successive scanning

in that hypotheses are tested. The difference is that in sil~ultaneous

scanning a n~mbe r of hypotheses are tested with every card chQice while in

successive scanning only one hypothesis is tested at a time. Because of its

tremendous memory requi rements f'ew subjects use simu ] taneous scanning. Be

cau,e a number of at tributes are kept in m~nJ at the same time it is actual~y

similar to conservative focussing and may perhaps be regarded as fonnal in

nature. On the other hand successive scanning appears to be concrete oper

ationbl behaviour in Piaget1s system. The following examrle should sllpport ·

this latter statement.

Somervi !l e (1974) writes regarding the identification of the role of the

length of the string in the pendulum experiment:

The situaLion is cvmplica ted by the fact that the role of the length

of the str i r.g may be discov ered by t he C0ncrete ope r a t i ona l method

of es t ab l i s h i ng a correspond~nce bet~een two ordered variables . (p .267)

~.e. noticing that the longer the string the slower the pendulum swings to

and fro. This procedure is the same as that used in successive scanning

w~en a juJgement is made merely because one attribute is present~ even
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though no attention has been paid to other attributes e.g.

A triangle is present and the instance is positive. Therefore a

triangle is part of the concept .

Later analysi s of the pendul um task wi 11 show that the subjects approach

to the solving of the problem can be conreptuallsed in Cl terms. Since

strategies have attr~cted consideruble interest it will be possible to re

late the findings of the test to research in this area.

b. Rel~~ionship between use of strateg~e~ AND age, intelligence and

academic achievement

If resE:arch has shown that there is a suitabiy positive relationship between

Cl measures and measures of cognitive devel opment accepted 'in education i.e.

aqe, IQ and academi c achievement then it can be argued that er theory i ~

useful in constructing a test of processes of importance in education. As

with Piagetian measures it can also be argued that Cl measures (as used in

previous research) have v~lidly me asured ~ssociated traits and constructs.

Anderson (1905, 1968) has shown that 6-year-old pupils are able to focus.

However Ei.nas (1909, 1970) has indicated that younqer children can only

focus in very simple situations. Th..:re is in fact a progression in focus

sing ability wi th tncrease in age (Ycdtn and Kates, 1963; Eimas , 1969,1970).

Focussing is consistently used at about 15 years of age (Boute cited by

Butcher, 1~68) and in aciulthood (Eimas, 1969, 1970). Certainly the trend

to increased success with age is present - a trend which suggests that Cl
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strategies are valid measures of cognitive growth.

ii. Intelligence

Observations regarding Cl strategies and intelligence come from Wason (1968)

and Wetherick (1969) who note that even very intelligent subjects may scan

if they consider scanning appropriate. Wetherick (1969) points out that in

real-life situations there are so many variables affecting our everyday de

cisions, that it i s often impossible to focus. So scanning, based on proba

bility, but without any certainty, is used. This observation makes it clear '

that any test measuring a sturjent1s ability to focus must present the task

in such away that the student is encouraged to show whether he can focus 

and not in such a way t hat he is left with the impresston that any strategy

may be used.

Yudin and Kates (1963) and Yudin (1966) show that MA is an important factor

to be considered when studying the use ofeffect)ve strategies. The fact

that pupil s with higher MA IS use"t dea1 strategi esvsuqqests that the measure

ment of Cl strategies can well be included in a test of cognitive development

This relationship supports the view that Cl measures are valid measures of

the construct of mental age which is of course intimately related to the

construct of intelligence . .

"iii. Academic achievement

No literature could be located which leoked at the relationship betweer.

strategies used and academic achievement.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

Piaget's genet~c epistemology should provide useful information when construc

ting a process test for adolescence since it is concerned with individual

processes, and also \~ith the characteristics of the stage of formal opera

tions. Furthermore it ha: been shown that Piaget's system is relevant to

education.

The 'CI modells restricted in scope, but allows a detailed analysis of the

strategies used when considering a number of combinations.

In most caSAs measures abtained from both research areas show suitably pos

itive relationships with accepted measures of cognitive development (e.g.

age. IQ, academic achievement).

The next section wi11 discuss the use of Piaget's tasks in group tests.
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v

THE USE OF PIAGETIAN TASKS IN GROUP TESTS

1. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF PIAGETIAN TASKS IN A GROUP TEST

·Pi aget has never used group tests. Thus the advisability of using Piagetian

tasks in a group test must be evaluated.

A numbEr of issues ar~ raised:

The role of questioning and protocol

The role of manipulati6n of objects

The social situation of the test.

a. The role of questioning and protoccl

Piaget conducts ind-ividual interviews in which he pursues the reasoni~g

behind answers which are wrong or not clear. This is a mo~t necessary pro

cedure if one wishes to gain greater insight into patterns of thu~ght. The

necessity of using protocol analysis in research into thinking is also noted

by two resear ~hers ~n the Cl field viz. Eifermann (1965a;1965b) a~d Giambra

(1971).

Ayers (1971) notes :

Undoubtedly the methode clinique was suited to Piaget because of

its gr~at f l ex i bil i t y in probing for thought patterns and structures,

and without it, it is doubtful that Piaget would have developed the

th~ory for which we are so indebted . (p. 76)
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However since Piaget's research group has isolated the precise operations

and relevant features of the formal stage it does not "seem necessary for

research replicating his experiments to probe every evasive or wrong ans

wer" , (Ayers , 1976, p. 76).

Thus it is arqued that a test whi ch is merely embodying in a group format

what has been discovered already does not need to have the freedom whi ch

Piaget's original research method engenders.

There are of course limitations to the use of protoc01 analysis. Consider

able personal skill is involved in interpreting protocol and there is always

a degree of subjecti vity. luddenham (1971) conment.s :

Most investigators have followed Piagetin utilizing i nt ert.... og a t i.on,

even though the questions were sometimes r ead frem a s r.anda ro lis t.

This appr oach stand ardises the exarniner 's que s t i.ons :)0 t no t the sub

ject's answers. Scoring entails a decree of subjectivity in classi

fying r e sponses , and almost fo r ce s resumption of the methcde cl.inique

to clarify obscure or incomplete explanations by the subj~ct. Cp .. 66)

Vocalization during problem solving has been shown to have a facilitative

effect in a wider range of situations. Gagne and Smith (1962), Bow2rand

King (1967), Anderson (1974), Durling and Schick (1976) all repo~t increas

ed performance in problem-solving when vocolisation is used. Byer: ~nd

Davidson (1967) and Dominowski (1973) f8'lnd that written hypotheses (i.e.

written protocol) in a Cl problem situation alsofac~litated performance.

It would, presumably, be advantageous to ask for written protocol in a

qroup test using Piagetian tasks as this would make the test situation a

little more I i ke the original Piagetian situation - andplay some part

(however small) in clarifying thinking.
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b.. The role of manipu lation of objects

Despite an extensive search of the literatu~e no evidence has been found

that at adolescence the actual process of motor manipulation (per se) is

important in the learning processes. It will of course play a part if the

information is not available in another form, e.g. if the student has no

other way of obtaining information on the weight of an object.

The visual modality tends to be dominant over the athers. Thus Rock and

Harris (1967) note:

. • • . when 8 subject's s ens e of touch conveys information that dis

agrees wi t h wha t he is s ee i ng , the visual i.nf orma t i.cn determines his

per cep t i on , (p. 104)

Thus visual informotion is consirlered to be far more important than any

information gained by manipul at ion of objects. It foll ows that the lack

of information from manipulation is not considered a defect of the group

test situation as apparatus will be displayed in a manner which al lows all

pupils to be in possession of relevant visual information. In the test a

few pupils will be asked to confirm the 2x::,erimenter 's "same" judgements

e.g. they \'1111 be required to confirm that two plasticine spheres are

equally heavy. Thus necessary i nformat'i on not available from manipulation

will also be presented through the aur~l ch~~nel.

There is also theore t ica l just"ification from Piaget's model for not allowing

object man ipul ation as a part of the experiment. At the stage of formal

operations possibility becomes more important than reality. Therefore judge

ments must be made "in the head" (Goodnow and Bethon, 1966,p.581) and not with

concrete props. Thus a test of formal operati ons shoul d give mi nima1 oppor

tunity for the subject to get answers from the concrete material;(See also
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Somerville, 1974).

In conclusion, the fact that the subjects ir; a group test do not receive

individual apparatus is not regarded as a limitation which might invalidate

the measuring of processes or general orientation.

c. The social situation of the test

By using a group situation the social circu~stances of the test are changed.

This could offer advant~ges to pupils who are anxious in a one-to-one test

situation. Lawson and Renner (1974) note that:

Some subjec ts may be perfectIy capable of formal thought but do not

~xhibit it in the interview situation because they are in a strange

situati.on and intellectu~lly"frp.2ze up". (p . .557)

Thus the group test fermat r;o""ld :-e advantageous for anxious pupils. The

reverse position would hold for any pupil ~ho required the extra motivatio~

which could be induced in a one-ta-one testing situation. It was not an-

ticipated that many of the proposed subjects would fall into this latter

category. It is therefore argued that the group situation is not in itseH

a handicapping situation and the advantages accruing to anxious pupils might

a l l ow maximum mani Fes tat t on of abi l i ty.

2. GROUP TESTS USING PIAGETIAN TASKS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH ADOLESCENTS

A number of tests wi 11 be discussed. Available test statistics will be

presented.

a. Underst3.nding in Scie~ce Test (Tisher and Dale, 1975a, 1975b;

R.P. Tisher, pers. comm.)

1 .Professor R.P. Tisher, Faculty of Educati~n, Monash University~ Clayton,
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This test is based on a test described by Tisher (1971) which was also used

by Cropley and Field (1969) and Field and Cropley (1969). It differentiates

between early concrete,late concrete, early formal and late formal using a

criterion system. It does not consider ir.jividual processes.

The test uses four demonstration experiments based on Inhelder and Piaget's

(1958) tasks: the bouncing ball, equilib~ium ir. the b~lance, communicating

vessels and ~rcJection of shadows. A total of twenty-four multi choice items

are divided amongst these four experiments. Fourtee~ items are aimed at

the concret ~ level and ten at the formal levp.l. Formal questions score two

points and concrete items one point each. Validity was established by cor

ral at i nq 'the performance of f i f ty- seven pupils in a group situation arid in

an individual interview situation. Pupils wert considered formal in the

interview s ~tuation if they performed fonnal ly on two of the three tasks

used. Significant agreement was found between stage classification using

the two methods (p<O,OG5).

b. Cl ass -t.asks described by Shayer et al. (1976), Shayer and Hylam (:i9~

Shayer et al. introduced the term "class-task" to describe their method of

testi ng. They ~StJ th r-ee tasks - each of whi c.h ;'did not exceed the durati on

of a double ~essonl:. Ip.~chers admin~ stered the tests which were largely ob

jective ir desi~n . The testing was aimed at eSIablishing the distribution

of Piagetian stages in the British school popula~ion.

The three ta sks were constructed in such a way that if all three tasks were

used pupils coulrl be categorized at anv point from Stage 1 (pre-operatinnal)

to Stage 38 (late formal operational). This means that general orientation

could be established. Although processes are mentioned they are not stressed.
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Validity Vias established by correl ati nq the performance of pupils in the

class -task situation wi t h t he pupils' performance in i ndi vi dual interviews

- some of which were conducted by Lovell 1 • Correlations were:

Taskl - (Spatial concepts) 7 pupils, r = 0,85

TaskII - (Quantities) 4 pupils, no correlation given

TaskIII- (Pendulum pro b l e~ ) 54 pu pi l s, r = 0,51.

Reliability: r = O,80(KR20).

c. Logical Reasoni!:g Tes t (Burney, 1974; R.B. Sund, pers. comm. 2
)

8urney usad modified forms of some of Tisher's items. Other' items ir.clude

proposition ~1 l ogic, anal ogi es , et c. The test puts subjects irlto pre-opera

tional, concrete and formal stages on the basis of their logical reasor.ing

SC0:"es.

J. The Longeot Examination (Longeot , 1962, 1965)

The Engl i sh t ransl at i on is by Sheehan , 1971 (A.E. Lavison, pers. comm."}.

The eX3mination has a mult i- choi ce format. It classifies subje ct s as concret2

formal cpcrational - in this way drawing at t ention to the general level of

r~asoning used by t he subject . . However by usi ng the following subdivis;on~

the examination is concerned with more speci fic processes.

1

2

Lovel l (1961) 'va s involved in ear l y r epl ications of Inhelder and Piaget's r
search.

Prof . R. B. Sund , Department of Science Educa t i on , The University of Norther

Color2~o, Greeley, Colorado, U.S.A., 80639.

3 Prof . A'-E . Lawson , Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California ,

Berkeley, California, USA, 94720.
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Part I tests class inclusion and serial ordering

Part 11 tests proportionality

Part III tests propositional reasoning

Part IV tests combinational reasoning

Nevertheless separate test statistics are not provided.

The KR20 for the whole examination is 0,98.

Validity was esteb l i shed using sca'loqrem techniques (Longeot, 1965).

Because it takes about 2 hours to administer the tests, shortened forms have

been used by Lawson and Blake (1976). These shortened forms yield a KRLO of

0,85.

Concurrent validity was assessed by Lawson and Bl ake (1976) using a group of

Piagetian tasks administered individually. Agreement between classification

of subjects was significant (p<0,02).

e. Subject-matter tests (Lawson and Renner, 1975)

Lawson and Renner (1975) report research into subject-matter tests in

phys i cs , chemi stry and bio1ogy. The bi01 ogy test is ca11 ed the E::o logy

reasoning test (Lawson, 1977; A.E. Lawsop., pers. comm. 1 ) .

These tests are simultaneously both Piagetian tests ~nd achievement tests as

they tpst concepts which have been taught, but the questior.s have been set in

such a way that they also put subjects into cognitivE levels. So~~ of the

questions test processes e.g. the BioZogy reasoni~J t est has a

Iprof. A.E. Lawson, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California,

Berkeley, C~lifornia, USA, 94720.
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question which tests the abi lity to con t rol variables. However there are no

test statistics on indiv idual processes. Fi f t een questions are set at the

concrete level and fifteen quest ions are at the formal level. Face validity

was established by six prominent science educators familiar with science

education and Piagetian theory and content validity was established by class

room teachers. Concurrent validity was acceptab~e. Reliability coefficients' .

using the Spearman - Brown split-half technique were:

Physi cs: r -, 0,59;

Chemistry:r = 0,71;

Bio1ogy:r = 0,76.

Although t he re1iabi1ity of the Phys i cs Les t 'is somewnat 10\'/ the tests show

that Pi::\getian theory can be app l i ed to yet anot her type of group test,viz.

achievement tests .

f. Subject ITiatter tests (Bart, 1972)

Bart (1972) uescribcs t he design and va1id~tion of three formal reasoning

instruments concerned wi th respectively English Literature, Biology and

History. Bart gives a very thorough discussion of validation. Content

validity was estab l i shed 'by aski nq t .\'JO trained high schccl teachers to act

. as judges. They had "substantial content val i di.ty". Concurrent validity

Vias establi shed by correlating the test with four individually admi rri ste red

tests. They had "modes t concu rrent va1idi ty". Construct va1idi ty was found

to be "I tmt ted". However all in all Bar -t considers the tests "somewhat

successful 11 • (p. 669)



3. CONCLUSION

It has been argued that the differences between the individual and group

testing formats should no t cause any major difficulties. The fact that

Piaget's tasks have been used in a number of group tests, with apparent

success, is used as evidence to support the view that a process test can

be designed using Piagetian tasks.

41
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VI

THE DES IGN OF THE TEST

1. FORMAT OF THE TEST

After reviewing the literature on group tests it was decided that Shayer et

al.'s (1976) class-task approach held promise. This also appeared to be the

method used by Elkind (1961b, 1962), although he did not call it by

this name. According to Shayer et al. their prJcedur? falls midway between

Piaget's original method and a strictly psychometric approach. In the class

task method of tes t i nq the cl ass teacher admi niste rs the test. Shayer et al.

point out t hat thi s usua l ly encou raged a relaxed atmosphere where the skill

of the teacher helped ~n t he 5mo~th running of the test. Neale (1968)

also speaks in favou r of using a procedure somewhere in between the statis

tical and the clinical:

Too often onc 1S rlis~osed to conceive of statistical and clinical

approaches as b2ing at oppo s ite poles in s c i en t i f i c research. I be

lieve that t his defect in the teaching of psychology prevents research

workers seeing the:;e approaches as complementary and equ"llly valuable

so that investigation of dyslexia and p ~rhap s other aspects of the

behavioural science~ have suffered. (P. 38)

If one puts Piaget's interview and a psychcmetrir. test at opposite ends of

a continuum then the class-task woul~ be f0und in the middle. The research

reported herein would fall nearer the "psychometric test" end of the con

tinuum. See DIAGRAM 2 below.
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DIAGRA~1 2

MODEL SHOWING ~ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIAGETIAN INTERVIEW AND PSYCHOMETRIC TEST

test

. PsychometricThis research
-}

'1'Shayer et al.'s
class-task

Piagetian

i ntervi ew

In the present research, the experimenter (who has experience in High School

science teaching) will conduct all testing. Because of this and the fact

that the testees a~e not known to the researcher the situation is slightly

more standardised then in Shayer et al.ls procedure and is thus slightly

nearer the psychometric test end of the continuum. The main factor' which

wi l l differentiate this test from a typl cal psychomer.r!c test is that demon

stra ti ons wi 11 be conducted throughout the test. A1though every a t tenpt

will be made to standardise instructions, demonstrations do encourage class

participation and t.herefore spontaneous questions. Every effort ...Ji l l be

made to ensure that ne extra help is given to anyone test group. Overa l l

it is argued that the class-task format does nut present any ser-ious diffi

culties especially in view of the fact that items used in the test have been

careful ly chosen because they wer-e judged suitable for the class-task situ-

ation.

2. VALIDITY

Accord-ing to Anastasi (1976) there are a number of types of validity, viz.

face validity, content validity, criterion validity (which includes concur

rent val i di ty and predictive validity) ann construct validity.
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a. Face validity

Face validity is concerned with whether the test looks valid to the testee;

and any other untrained personnel involved (Anastasi, 1976). As no untrain

ed personnel wer~ involved the researcher had only to be concerned with the

testees l perception. Face validity was established by the researcher drawing

on his knowledge of the teach i ng situation in Standards 6, 7 and 8, and also

the use of a pilot study where pupils' reactions were observed.

b. Content validi ty

According to Ana stasi (1976):

Content validity involves essent ially t.he s y s t ema t i c exam i.na t i on of

the test cont en t to det ermine whether it covers A represent~L;ve sam

ple of the behaviour domain tu be measured. (pp . i3/: '-]J))

In thi s study content va1i dity was judged by the researcher. \~ith-j n the

confin~s of the time available attention has been directed to testing pro

cesses at different levels. SECTION A will test the process of reasoninq

involved: i.e . was it predominantly formal or concrete? SECTION B will

test the more specific processes involved in the penduium problem e .g. the

logical skills involved in manipulating variabl es and the strategi~s (as

defined in Cl studies) which are used to G~ this.

It could be argued that the findings regarding processes apply only to

Physics because the test does not ~nclude content from other area~. How

ever it should be noted that Inhelder and Piaget1s (1958) research into

form al operations was mainly in the field of Physics and yet the wider

support for their findings is now being provided by ~~searchers in '" variety

of subjects: e.g. Hallam (1969) in History, Ellis (1977) in Literature.
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The reason why content from other areas \'li 1"1 not be used is because pupil s

may have widely differing standards of knowledge in different content areas.

It is possible for this factor to introduce Lnnecessary va riation in scores

if the test samples from different cont ent areas. No final content validity

check was made (as is often the case, e.g . Lawson ~nd Renner, 1975) as there

was no-one known to the researcher with a thorou ~h background in the various·

theoretical areas covered by this research.

However SECTION A of the test had a strong resembl ance to the Study 1 of

Lawson and Renner (1974 j as well as fask 11 of Shayer et al. (1976). Some

Of the items resembled t hose used by E1kind (1961b, 1962). SECTION

! had a strong resemblance to Tas k III of Sh~yer et al. (1976). Since these

studies were condu cted by experienced personnel and appeared successful the

resemblance cited above argues for the content val id i ty of the test.

c. Concurrent valiJity

According to Anastas t (1976) concurrent vali di ty and predictive validity can

be classed together as criterion··related validity. She differentiates be-

tween these two types of validity on t he basis of the time interval between

the initial t est and the assessment i n the cr i ter-i on si t uat i on. 8art (1972)

favours the vi ew that concurr-ent val i-ti ty is found when a test's findings

regarding Cl particular trait are supported by direct tes ting of that trait

e.g. the stage cla ssifi cation given by his paper and pencil test was sup

ported by the stage classification pr0duced by direct testing with indiv idu

ally administered Piagetian interviews.

In this res earch no attenpt will be made to assess true concurrent validity
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by correlating results of tasks administered in this group test with tasks

administered individually. There were a number of reasons for deciding not

to administer individual tasks:

The tasks to be administered in this group test are typical Piagetian

science tasks, and not tests using content from literature etc. as

used by 8art (1972). It is argued that the format and structuring of

the material is only slightly different from that which would be used

in an individual interview. It is doubted whether the impact of this

slight difference wi l ] have a major effect on the results. Furthermore

it is doubted whether the impact of this slight difference could be

assessed by the very variable interview method; i.e. it has been shown

that Piaget's procedures lack standardisation and that there is little

detail available describing his precise methods (Weitz et al.~ 1973).

There is thus nu guarentee that the indivtdua1 interv~ew will be a

true portrayal of Piaget's method.

Lovell was called in to do the individual tcstlng for two of Shaye~ et

al.'s (1976) class-tasks. This fact underlin~s the personal ski1l in

volved in carrying out individual tests. Lovell has been in the fore

front of British attempts to replicate Piaget's studies (see Love11.

1961). To t he best of this researchE;·l s knowledge there is na-one i~

the area wit h any precise skill in carrying out Piagetian interviews

who could have been called in to give personal help. Ideally such a

person should have studied under Piaget.

The number of subjects who could have been meaningfully tested would be

very small. Lovell tested 7 and 4 pupils for Tesks I and 11 respectively

(Shaye~ et al., 1976). Validation using small numbers such as this is
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of limited use.

If the sa~e tasks are administered to pupils, first in a group situation

and then in an individual interview, learning effects may be found.

Shayer et al. (1976) bear out this fact. Lawson, Nordland and De Vito (19

report a learning effect when individual tasks were repeated. The

learning effect provides a difficulty which weakens the case for retest

-ing.

One objective in designing the test is to investigate the possibility

of measuring specific processes of importance in education. No other

suitable tests of named processes at the adolescent level were located.

The use uf another Piaget-based group test to assess cognitive level

was rejected . These group tests are still one step away from Piagct1s

individual interview and represent an interpretation of Piaget's method.

d. Construct validity

Another method of assessing validHy is to investigate construct validity.

According to Anastasi (1975):

T~e cOustruct validity of a test is the extent to which a test m~y
/

be said to measure a theoretical construct or trait.... Any data

throwing light on the nature of the trai~ under consideration and the

cond~tions affecting its development and manifestations are grist for

this validity mill. (p. 151)

Anastasi draws attention to th~ fact that age differentiation and correlation

w:th other tests are important criteria for establishing the construct valid

ity of a test.
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Individua lly admini stered Pi ageti an tasks measures have already been shown

to correlate positively with age measures and test results (intelligence

and academic achievement tests). This suggests that the four measures viz.

individually administered Pi aqet i an task measures, age measures, IQ and

academic achievement results are measuring more or less the same construct,

even if it is vaguely defined. This construct could be called state of

cognitive development. The four measures can be said to be in the same do

mai n because they measure the same construct (Nunna l ly , 1967).

If another measure is introduced - in this case a measure derived from the

planned test - and its scores correlated significantly with three of the

variables being considered,viz. age, IQ and academic achievement, it can be

assumed to be in the same domain as these variables. It can be further as

sumed that it measures the same construct i .e. state of cognitive develop

ment.

The fact that no correlatior showing the relationship between the new)y

introduced group test measure and individually administered Piagetian task

measures is available does not present n serious difficulty. There are

sufficient intercorrelations ava"ilable between variables in the same domain

for an assessment to be made of the validity of the test,

If the significant posltive correlations betwe~~ the grcup test results and

the variables of age, IQ and academic achievement. are found, then it can be

argued that the test has construct y~lidity i.e. that it validly measures the

same construct as individually administered Piagetian tasks.

The construct validity of the t est items can also be investigated by inter

correlating all items. Items which are unequivocally at the same level e.g.
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formal level should show significant relationships indicating that they are

measuring the same traitsviz. ability to think formally.

The r.onstruct validity of the test can also be investigated using principal

componentsanalysis. The finding of two factors in a principal components

analysis would support th8 view that the test is measuring concrete and

formel thought - ~wo important Piagetian constructs.

The construct validity of the test as a whole can be assessed by investiga

ting the relationship between cognitive stage

AND ~ge, IQ, and academic achievement.

Pos i tive relationships would suggest that the test has construct validity,

i.e. if the older pupils and those that gained higher test scores, tend~d to

be plac~d in the formal stage it would suggest that the test was validly

placing pupils in that cognitive stage.

3. RELIABILITY

Reliability refers to the consistency with which a test measures a give'1

trait or traits (Anastasi, 1976).

As the test is relatively short, with a total of fifteen items, only th~

reliab'lity of the test as a whole will be assessed. The reliability of

brief sUb-scales e.g. the three items which could be formed into a sub-scale

measuring the process af controlling variables, will not be assessed.

Generally test re liability coefficients in the region of 0,80 and 0,90 are
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acceptable (Anastasi, 1976). Despite the fact that the test is short and

the method of presentation less controlled than that used in a normal paper

and pencil test, it will be evaluated accordiuc to this standard.

Protocol produced while doing Piagetian tasks need~ unambiguous marking if

reliability is not to be adversely affected. For this reason it has been

attempted to design questions which require simple protocol which can be

marked usirg a fairly objective mark-scheme where marks for each item are

of equal value and are simply summed.

An intact ccpy of the test is found in APPENDIX A. It is essential to refer'

to this copy iohen reading through this ceotion, Another copy integrated wi th

the tester's conmontary and a Jet~ileG marksche:ne is avai l able in APPENDI:X B.

SECTION A deals with weight - volum~ - displacement - density - Archimedes

Principle. SECTION 3 deals with the pendulum problem.

Only one score will be ref1ected for evch item in SECTION A. In items Al _

A4 the bul k of each score would be made up of marks a1"1 ocatcd for the process

of reasoning: only one mark in each ~tcm wi11 be allocated for the produc

tion of the correct product. Ttem A5 does not have a product answer and

therefore the entire score for this i~em would be a measure of the reasoning

process employed.

I

In SECTION A items will be classified according to whether they measured

predominantly concrete 0;' formal reasom nq, This point is important be-
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cause researchers differ on whether these tasks are concrete, formal or

transitional between concrete and formal.

No attempt will be made to separate stages into sub-stages e.g. early formal

(3A), etc. An insp~ction of Inhelder and Piaget (1958) and Somerville .

(1974) shows how difficult it is to assign answers to sub-stages; e.g. In

helder and Piaget (1958) consider the operation of exclusion to be at the
,

36 sub-stage while Sommerville considers that it can occur at the 3A sub-

stage.

!n order to derive maximum measurement of ,reasoni ng and maximum distribution

of scores some reasons not mentioned by Piaget will be given marks, provided

it is considered that they contribute to the reasoning process.

SECTION A

Item 1: The conservation of ~eight

This item was originally discussed by Piaget and InhGlder (1974). It has

been used by, amongst others, El kind (1961a, 1961b, 1962), Lawson and

Renner (1974 J ) Norci land et al . (1974) and Lawson (1975b).

Eight marks were allocated for the answer, of which one was given for giving

the correct product answer and seven were given for the reasoning pro-

cess involved.

A prerequisite for attempting to reason in this item is that the subject

ignores the perceptual impressions provided by the distorted shape. Failure
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to do this will place the subject in a pre-operat ional category.

According to Elkind (1967) this item requires the subject to judge the

equivalence of the two objects ( equival ence conservation) . . Ho0ever

conservation of equivalence cannot be established ny direct comparison of

the dimensions of the objects after defonnation. ' Therefore Elkind argues

that this item is really testing a ~attern of r~asoning which he calls

identity conservation. DIAGRAM 3 below indicates the process of reasoning

used.

DIAGRAM 3

PRCCESS OF REASO N! NG REQUIR ED IN ITEMAll

Subject judges s (standard)

Subject ccvertly infers

0 - v (variable)

. \ is changed to
~

v
1

v = V
i

(identity conservation)

Therefore subject usi ng identity conservHtion judges

s = V
1

(equivalence conservation)

The reasoning is bel18ved by Piaget and Inhelder (1974) to be concrete i n

nature. Principa l componen~ analys is (Lawson and Renner, 1974) also suggests

that this item tests concrete though~.

The proces s t es ted by t his item is cu~crete reasoni ng.

1 After Elkind (1967, p. 16)
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Item 2: The conservation of volume using plasticine spheres

The original version of this item is found in Piaget ~nd Inhelder (1974).

It has been used by, amongst others, Elkind (l961b, 1962 ), Towier and

Wheatley (1971), Lawson and Renner (1974), Nordland et al. (1974), Lawson,

Nordland and De Vito (1975), Lawson and Nordland (1976) and Shayer et al.

(1976).

Piaget and Inhelder (1974) remark regarding the use of displacement:

Trial and error has, in fact, convinced us that the best means of

assessing the child's npproach to volume is to rely on the &uount of

water displaced by a clay ball, etc • (p. 47)

As presented, this item also used the words "room!! and "space" in the initial

,conf i rmat ion of equ~valence of volume (following Elkind, 1961b). It was

considered that to introduce the question ' in such a way that pupils were

asked to consider both the terms room and spac8 ,as well as to think of

displacement of water, would ensure understanding of what was required.

Seven marks were allocated to this answer of which one was given fer the

correct product answer and six marks were given for the reasoning process

involved.

The subject must, as in the previous item, ignore perceptually dominant

information and rely on reasoning.

Following Elkind (1967)it is argued that this example requires a pattern

of reasoning which will establish the identity of the volume of the dis

torted object to itself when undistorted. See DIAGRAM 4 below.
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DIAGRAM 4

PROCESS OF REASONI NG REQUIRED IN ITEM A21

Subject judges s (standard) = v (variable)1is changed to

v
1

Subject covertly infers

v - v (identity conservation)
1

Therefore subject using identity conservation judges

s = v (equivalence conserviltion)
1

A further process tested in this item is the ability of the subject to

establish the re1 2tionship between an object and its surroundings.

It appe~rs that the conservation of equivalence using the conservation of

identity argument is concrete in nature as in the previous example. But

the e:tablishing of a relationship between an object and its surroundinqs

has been argued to involve formal thinking . (Towler and Wheatley, 197] citing

Piaget et al., 1960).

Shayer et al. i1976) regard the task as concrete, Lawson and Renner (1974)

regard it as an 2~/3A (i .e . transf t ional )task while Lawson and Nord l and .

(1975) consid2r it to be at the 3A (early formal) level. It has been de~

cided t hat ill this research this task will be classified as concrete.

The process tes t ed by ~his item i s concrete r easoni ng.

1 After Elkind (1967, p. 16)
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Item 3: The conservation o~ density

This item is concerned with density ( Inh~lder and Piaget, 1958), although

\.

the problem itself is original to t1is test. All pupils used in this study

work through a syllabus which includes density. In dealing with density

they learn the rule that objects more dense than water sink. Thus they do

not require an understanding of Archimedes Principle to complete this item

The question was preseflted in terms of "float and sink ll to avoid using the

w0rd density and thus possibly focussirg their attention directly on learned

school material.

Five marks were allocated for this item of which four were allocated for the

reasoning process. The item ~equire~ the subject ~o USb ratio and proportion

to decide on which block is more likely to 'si nk (Brainerd, 1971; Brainerd and

A11 en, 1971).

Suppose the ratio of mass/weight} to volume in the blue block is 1:1. As

the red block is four times as large as the blue block but only twice as

heavy as the blue hlock the ratio of Iflassh!eight to volume in the red block

is 2:4 or 1:2. Therefore when the ma~~!weight to volume ratio in the two

blocks is ~ompared it is found that the blue block is proportionately more

dense than the red block. The blue hlock is thus more likely to sink.

The process tested by this item is formal reasoning.

1 In order to avo i d confusion r egard i.ng mass and weight the terms were not

used in ,the test. Thus the term mass/weight will be used in the explana-

tion of this i tem.
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. I~em 4: The conservation of volume using metal cylinders

This item is b~sed on the task presented by Piaget and Inhelder (1974) as

i ntert.reted by Lawson, Bl ake and Nordl and (1974). It has been used by,

amongst others, Lawson, Nordland and De Vito (1974), Nordland et al. (1974),

Lawson (1975b),Law:on, Nordland and De Vito (1975), Lawson and Renner (1975)

and Shayer et al. (1976).

The item requires that the subject arrives at the equivalence of the volume

. of the cylinders and then correctly relates the volume and not the weight of

the objects to the outer medium. The re~soning involved is considered to be

formal by Lawsoll, Blake and Nordland (1974) because the subject must estab

lish the relationship between an object and an outer medium - which is an

abstract relatior.ship. He must then also separate two factors, weight and

volume, and ignore one factor, i.e. weight, which is perceptually domin~nt,

and focus on a less ~rominent factor, i.e. the volume of the cylinders.

Shayer et al . (1976) regard the item as a 2B/3A item, presumably basing t hei r

judgement on the fact that Piaget and Inhelder (1974) regarded a reflective

corrected answer - which one cannot prevent in a paper and pencil test -

as evidence ef a transitic~a1 stage.

For the purpose of placing subjects 'in stages in this research, Lawson, Slake

and Ncrd l and (1974) will be f'o l l owed and this item will be regarded as a

formal item.

The process t ested by this item is formaZ reasoning.
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Item 5: Archimedes Principle

This item is based on Inhelder and Piaget (1958), who regard it as beinq ~t

the 3B level. They make the point that they require the answer ~o be pro

duced spontaneously. This is t he reason why it was considered that directed

questioning was not necessary in this question: pupils were simply asked

to "Explain as fully as you can."

In discussing Archimedes Principle, Piagct symbolises the understanding of

the relationship between small/large, light/heavy, f1oat/sink in terms of

proposition logic. But before the process of reasoning can begin the stJbject

must be able to imagine a hypothetical unit of water equal in vo1ume to the

object under consideration - a formal skill.

Inhelder and Piaget (1958) write regardin~'thE log)c~l process useJ:

If we Id p be the assertion that a given object floats and p the

assertion that it does not, q the assertion that its volume is equal

to a certain quantity of water, r t he assertion that it io light2r

than that quant ity of water, and r the ass ertion that it is heavi~r,

the relationship which the subject establishes is the following:

p.q.r V p.q.r (4<::)

which is in fact the schema of proof based on the assumpt i.on "all

other things being equal". (p. 4J)

In simpler language: If a block of the same volume (q) as a hypothetical

block of water is lighter (r) than that block of water it will float (p).

If a block of the same volump (q) as a hypothetical block of water is heavier

(r) than that block of water it will sink (p). The s~bject must keep one

variable constant and simultaneously manipulate two other variables which
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move in linked fashion i.e. he must keep volume constant and manipulate

weight and float/sink. This- is a distinctly formal process.

The process t es ted by this item is formal reasoning •

Section B

This set of questions is based on the pendulum problem (Inhelder and Piaget,

1958) as adapted by Shayer et al. (1976) for group testing.

Other experimenters w~o have used this ta sk in their researchare:Lovell

(1961), Lengel and Suell (1972), Siegler ~t al. (1973), Lawson, Nordland and

De Vito (1974), SomervillE (1974), La~son and Wollman (1976), Wollman and

Lawson (1977).

The pendulum problem tests both the proces~es of concrete and formal reason

ing. However not only these processes are tested; i n addition it is possible

to test the subject's use of more pr0cise processes e.g. the concrete level

process of identifying variables and the formal level prucess of control- .

ling variables. The~e more precisely defined p~oce s s es were called inter-

mediate level processe,in IV p. 12.

However Inhelder and Pioget (1958) actually consider the processes

involved in terms of propositional lugic. They write:

Let p be the statement that there is a modification ~n the length

of the string and p the absence of such modification; q will be the

statement of a modification of weight and q the absence of any ' such
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modification; likewise rand s state modifications in both the height

of the drop and the impetus and rand s the invariance of these factors.

Finally, x will be the proposition stating a modification of the result

- i.e. of the frequency of the oscillations - and xwill Jtate the

abscence of any change in frequency. . (p. 76)

In the class-task planned sand S can be excluded from the reasoning as

impetus was omitted from the problem.

In the pendulum problem the subject must operate mentally with a number of

problems. Using the INRC group he must relate these combinations to his need,.

He may wish to vary anly one va riable to examine an effect; e.g. if h~

wishes to find out the effect of the length of the string he must be able

to generate the combination pqrx which allows hiol to conceive of th2 situ

ation where ~he length of the string is changed and the speed at wnich the

pendulum swings to and fro is also changed. If he can conceive of this

, combination he should be able to change the one" corvect., variable.

Later he must also be able to draw correct conclu~;ons,e.g. he must be able

to reject those combinations which are not possible in terms of the data he

has been given: e.g. he must reject as a possibility

pqrx

which indicates that a change in the length of t he stri~g, while the other

factors are kept constant, will not affect the speed at which the pendulum

swings to and fro. He must do this because he has noted

pqrx

which indicates that a change in the length of the string did affect the

speed at w~ich the pendulum swung to and fro.
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Before the subject can use the formal processes described by Piaget he must

of course be able to ignore the perceptual impressions given by the size of

the weight and the height of the drop, i.e.:

that the large weight wiU drop more quickly therefore making it t:1JJing to and

fro more rapidly;

that the higher the weight th e more it will acceZerate therefore making it

swing to and fro more rapidly.

As indicated earlier the pendulum problem can be related to the paradigms

and strategies of Cl research. In order to do this it is necessary to

transpose the pendulum problem into typical Cl format.

This could be done as follows:

a fast swinging pendulum could be regarded as a positive exemplar

a slow swinging pendulum could be re9~rded as a neqative exemp lar

a long string could be represented by a double border

a short string could be represented by a single border

and so on. If transnosed into Cl form the pendul~m problem as presented

here would be requiring the identification of the attribute(s) and the rllle.

It would differ from mcst Cl problems in that the subject is not directly

told that there is a clearly defined numbercf attributes making up the

concept, although it is commonly assumed that only one factor is ii"ivclved.

As only one attribute is responsible the concept is :alled an unidimensional

concept (Dominowski, 1973) or a univariate 'concept (Neisser and We~ne, 1962),

and the rule is the affirmation rule (Haygood and Bourne, 1965). With the

foregoing discussion in mind items, sometimes grouped according to the pro

cesses they measure, will be considered in terms of b~th Piaget's model and

the Cl model.
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Item B1i , i i , i i i

This item concerning the identification of ~ossible variables is not rep

resented in Cl research where the \Iar; abl es are carefully dimensionalised

and given to the subject. In terms of the Piagetian model this item tests the

ppocess of identifying vapiab Zes.

Inhelder and Piaget (1958) indicate that subjects in the concrete stage can

separate the variables involved (They are supported by Lawson, Nordland and

De Vito, 1974 and Somerville, 1974).

Items 82, 83, /34

In terms of Inhelder and Piaget (1958) these three questions try to measu re

the pro ceee of oont vol.l-inq vcx-iablee in an exper-imental situation. Is only

one variable changed? Is the correct variable changed? (Somerville, 1974).

Ideally the subject ~ou l d h~ve to ge~erate his own combinations. In a pilc t

study this was attempted but pupils could not understand the format and carry

out the instructions. It is considered that despite the fact that subjects

do not have to generate combinations their ability to control variables would

be tested in this recognition and ch0ice situatian.

In terms of the Cl model items 82, B3 and 84 r~quireth~t the subject selects

an example which varies by only one attribLite from either of the initial ex

emplars presented. In other words ti~~ subject is selecting an example with

which he can focus on either of the initial exemplal's. As no feedback was

given after each choi ce there would be no likelihood of learning to focus

because of feedback given. In this re;ard there is some similarity to
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Levine's (1966) "blank trials ll procedure where the subject must make, say,

ten sequential card choices without feedback being given so that the experi

menter can proce the strategies the subject is using without the confounding

effect. of feedback.

Items B5, B6, B7 and items B8, 89, BI0

In terms of Inhelder and Piaget's model B5, B6 and B7 test the process of

drawing conclusions. Specifically item B5 tests the process of identifying

the causative fac t or . Items B6 and B7 test the process of excluding the

irrelevant factor.

Items B8~ B9 and ~10 also test a process concerned with the drawin0 of

conclusions, viz. T.ethod of d~awing conclusions.

In terms of the Cl model items 85, B6 and B7 ilre in the reception mode be

cause the subject is not in control of the combinations presented (Smalley,

1974). The experimental results in the table are structured in such a way

that conservative focussing can be used to identify the causative factor

(the length of the string) and exclude the irrelevant factors (the size of

the \I/eight and the hei qht 'of the drop). However it is a relatively easy

matter to identify the causative factor as the length of the string by

successive scannir.g (which could eVE.'litually summate to form simultane~us

scanning sinc~ the combinations are written down).

While either conservative focussing 1 or simultaneous/successive scanning may

1 Focus gambling could well L~ attempted hut because the instances are

written ·down and therefore available simultaneously it has no advantage.
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be used to derive the answer for item B5, item B8 asks that the bes t method

of identifying the causative factor in B5 is given. Therefore the answer re

quired is:

"Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 3. 11

Since it is never possible to prove anything using the inductive method,

successive/simultaneous scanning cannot be the best method. Therefore any

of the other distractors which represent instances of hypotheses testing

cannot be regarded as correct. The subject who understood - even without

being able to explain it - the importance of controlled experimentation ~ fi d

who could manipulate the variables should have been in no doubt as to which

combination was best . It is realized that it might be argued that "best" is

a word with many meanings; however brief in$tru~tions were deemed to be

most important.

Item 6 could be solved by either conservative for.ussing or successive/simul

taneous scanning. Item 9 agai n asks for the beet: uethcd. Therefore the

answer required is:

11 Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 4. 11

which is an example of conservative focussing.

Item 7 does present an instance where one conservative focus could not pro

vide .tre answer. In this instance only a s eries of conservat i ve f ocusses

would provide the answer wi th certai nt y. i.e. first it was nec~ssary to

focus to establish the role of the length of the string (by comparing the

experiments conducted by Group 1 and Group 3). This information had to be

remembered. Then it was necessary to focus to establish the role of the

weight (by comparing the experiments conducted by GroLp 1 and Group :+ ) .
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This information had to be remembered. Then allowing for the effect of the

short string and the non-effect of the weight the experiments of Group 2

and Group 3 had to be compared. The height of the drop did change, and t~2

speed at which the pendulum swung to and fro did not change. Therefore

using a final focus manoevre it could be shown that the height of the drop

does not affect the speed at which a pendulum swings to and fro. Thus the

best answer for question 10 is:

"One must use a combination of the above methods."

(Although not asked for, these would be:

"Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 3

Compare experiments donE by Group and Group 4

Compare experiments done .by Group 2 and Group 3").

This sort of focus manoevre could correctly be argued to be simultaneous

s~anning beccuse each variable was being ~yst€matiLclly tested acruss a

number of ins tances in v,hi ch more than one f~ ctor was bei ng changed and

memory was being used to remember the role of each factor. Howe... e;- it has

been pointed out by Laughlin (1973), Neimark (1975) and by both Forrest and

Boote (cited in Butcher, 1968) that there is no clear cut division between

thes2 two categories.

Thus the distinction between conservative focussing and simultaneous sca~~ing

is really academic. The point worth stressing ~s that this type of reasonina

involves the simu1taneous control of four variables - clearly a ~'pe of for

mal reasoning.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The test, as desig~ed, is based on Piagetls tasks. The work of Elkind

(1961b), Lawson and Renner (1974) and Shaye r et al. (1976) has been of par

ticular help in cons tructing items. SECTION B has also been interpreted in

terms of Cl strategies.

Items in SECTION A require predominantly concrete or formal reasoning. Items

in SECTION B ~easure more precisely defined processes e.g. the ability to

control variables (or focus).

lhe testis Validity and reliability will be assess p.d in the following section.
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VII

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE TES.

1. HYPOTHESES

a. Individual items

In order to assess the construct validity of each item the following hypoth

eses were formulated;

Ther e will be a significant relationship be~ween item scores

AND age; IQ; foPm; English ~arks; Mat hemat i cs marks; Science marks.

Ther e will be significant positive correlations between scores on items

which are agr eed to be at the same l eiJel of cogniti ve development.

When item score3 are subj ect ed to pr-incipal: componentie analueie they

will load mai nly on two f actors which mWj be interpreted as concrei:e

cmd formal thought.

b. Test as a whale

In order to assess the construct va1i dity and re1i abi l ity of the test as ' a

whole the following hypotheses were formui 2ted:

'There will be a significant relatd.onehi.p between ppY'fcY'mance on t he

tes t as a whole

AND age; IQ; EngZi sh marks; Mat hematics mark~; Science marks.

The t est as a whole wiZl have a re liability coefficien t of O~80 or more.
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2. SUBJECTS

These were drawn from three form levels wi trin a state boys' school.

The study was restricted to boys because some rEsearchers report that boys

show superi or performance in Pi ageti an-based c!ass-tasks , (El kind, 1961b,

1962 ; Shayer and Wy1am, 1978). Girls' improv2ment in performance also

tended to Ievel out before boys (Shayer and Wy1am, 1978). In individual

interviews boys were found to be superior to girls (Dale; 1970; Lawson,

1975). Even though C~se and Co11inson (1962) dnd Tisher (1971) report no

diff'erence i n mal e and female performance on Piagetian tasks the intrusion

of sex di fferences -j s a possi bi i ity and it was therefore deci ded to restri et

the research to boy~.

Furthermore the researcher -crm- t ester wi shed to avoid any depress i on of "

performance such as has been found when fpma1e sl!hjects were administered

a test by a male tester (Brckke and Wi11iams; 1973).

Whole class units as present on the day of testing were used. It must be

noted that in the school concerned classes are streamed according to

school achievement.

At Form 2 level two classes were used i.e. 2B and 2G .(n = 46). At Form 3

level two classes were used i .e , 3B and 3F (n = 48). In both Form 2 and

Form 3 the second hi9hest and the secvnd lowest classes were used to get a

range of ability and to avoid those at the extremes of scholastic attain

ment which would be presented by the top and bottom classes. In Form 4 the

B class and the E and F ~lasses were u;ed (n = 63). Two lower level classes
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were used because there were insufficient students taking Physical Science

in the F class: many took Biology only and thus did not fulfill the condi

tion for contributing to the Science mark.

3. METHOD AND RESULTS

Tests were administered in th ree school morning sessions at convenient times

between 9 3m and 12 noon. The researcher administer~d the test in the manner

indicated i~ APPENDIX B. The three test d~ys were within a ten day period.

a. Da ta concerning subjects

i. Date of birth

Pupilsindic<.lted their date o~ , b ~:"th ~n thp.ir answer shp.ets. This was t hen

approximated to the nearest month i.e. dates of 15 and less were regarded

as signifying the mont h in whi ch the pupi l s were born. Dates of 16 and more

were regarded as signifying birth i n the r.sxt month. Th -is information was

used by the computer programme to produce en age as at 1979-01.

ii. Intelli gence Quotient

The IQ used was that obtained by the school. Ali pupils should have -t hei r

IQ assessed by means of the New Sout~ African Group Test (NSAGT) (1965b) in Sta

dards 5 and 7 (also cal l ed Forms 1 and 3). Thus IQl s should therefor-e not

have been more than two years old. This conforms tc the HSRC specification

that IQ's derived more than two years before should not be used (HSRC, 1965a).
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iii. English, Mathematics and Scie nce marks

These were to be used for promotion purposes at the end of 1978. They were

calculated by finding the mean for a number of tests administered during

the year.

A short exp lanation regarding the composition of Science marks is necessary.

In Fcrms 2 and 3 the Science mark is a General Science mark made up uf

Physical Science and Biology. The S~ience marks for Form 4 are Physical

Science marks. P~pils taking Biology in Form 4 instead of Physical Science

were excluded. The reason for this was that Biology is in some cases 

depending on the work studied - very different from Physical Science in its

inteilectual demands (Moerdyk, 1973). It was felt that the Science mark

should hav~ at least some Physical Science in it so that it might act as a

better indicator of ability in Science.

i v. Form

This measure was included in later calculations as ~ measure of chiefly age ,

but one whi ch wou ld also take into account ability to achieve at school.

Means and standurd deviations describing the parameters noted above are

given in TABLE 1 below.
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TABLE 1

MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON SUBJECTS BY FOR~S

Variable Entire Form 2 Form 3 Form 4

t·1ean S.D. l'1ean S.D : , Mean S.D. ~;2an S.D.

Age-years 15,11 0,98 14,00 0,52 14,95 0,40 15,98 0,58

IQ 112,99 12,20 111,96 12,98 114,60 13,45 112,55 10,,68

English % 55,76 9,07 61,56 7,65 56,72 9, 9~ 51,06 6,51

Maths. X 51,95 20,21 I 57,22 2.1,29 57,49 16,72 I 44,1.7 19,49

Science % 58,34 13,62 61,36 10,81 60,32 12,57 I 53,47 15,80
- __ 1

b. Data~oncerning scores on the test

The test was marked according to the mark schemp presented in APPE~DIX 8.

Means and standard deviations for the test items are given in TA8LE 2 below. l

1 TABLE 2 gives the names of the P'iag e r icn tasks and the processes which

they represent:thereafter some of the tables' presented will use item

names based on either the names of the tasks or the processes.
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MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES ON ITEMS
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---,
Item Task Process Mean S.D.

Section A

Al Conservation of weight Concrete reasoning 2,61 1,28

A2 Conservation of volume - Concrete reasoning 1,64 1,33 I
plasticine spheres

1,16 1A3 Qensity
I

Formal reasoning I 0,66

I !
A4 Conserv~tion of volume - Formal reasoning 1,83 1,15

meta1 cy1i nders -

A5 Archimedes Principle Forma1 reasoning I 0,83 0,68 I
I

Section B Pendulum problem I
BIi Identifying variable 0,99 0,11 i
BI;i Identifying variable 0,85 C,35

I
I

Bliii Ident ifyi ng vari ab1e 0~82 0,39

B2 Controlling va~iables 0,48 0,50

B3 Controlling variables 0,48 0,50

B4 Controlling va~iables 0,51 0,50

B5 Identifying causative 0,72 0,4S
fe.ctor

86 I Excluding i rre1 evant 0,26 o 43 I, -

factor

B7 Excluding irrelevant 0,83 0,28
factor

B8 Method of identifying 0,64 0,48
causative factor

~9 MethcG of excluding 0,58 0,50
irrelevant tactor

BI0 Method of excluding 0,32 0,47
irrelevant factor
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c. Investigations

Six investigations will now be reported. E&~h investigation has been conduc

ted with reference to one of the afurementioned hypotheses.

INVESTIGA'l'I ON 1

It is hL~othesized that t here will be a si gnificant r 9lationship between

item scores ,

AND age; I Q; f or-m.

In terms of the chi-~quared test (X2 ) ther2 will be a significant difference

between the expected and the observed distribution of item scores in terms

of each of the variables: age; IQ; form.

It is predicted that the s~gnificant differences will be congruent with the

view that performance on Piagetian tasks qonere lly increases as age, IQ, anti

form increase.

Method

In order to per form the x2 test the vari abl e va lu-as were gr::luped as follows:

Ages were qrouped at si x monthiy i ntcrva 1s f'rom 13 years to 17 years 6 months ,

IQ's were ~roup ed in intervals of 10 IQ points t ram 84 to 144.

The subjects were considered by their' forms, viz. 2, 3 and 4.

Resul ts

The results of the test are shown in TABLE 3 below.
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TABLE 3

ITEMS SHOWI NG A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBSERVED AND EXPECTED

FREQU ENCI ES

-- -
Item Name Age IQ Form

Al Conservation of wei ght p<O,05

A2 Conservat ion of volume - p<O ,05
plastici ne spheres

A3 Density -p<o ,05

A4 Conserva t ion of volume - p<O,OI
metal cyl i nders

A5 Archi medes Pri nciple p<O,05 p<O,OOl p<O,05

Bl i Identi fyi ng vari able

81~ i Identifyi ng variable

Biii i Identifyi ng vari able

B2 ControTl i ng vari ables

B3 Centre11 i ng variabl es

B4 Controlli ng variables

B5 Identifyi ng causative factor

B6 Excl uding irrelevant fact or p<O,OO2+

B7 Exc l udi ng i rrelevant factor +p<O,05

B8 Method of i dent ifyi ng p<O,05 p<O,05
causativ ~ factor

B9 Method of excluding p<O,OO5
irrelevant factor

BlO Method of excluding p<O,05 ,
irrelevant factor

+ Not in predict ed direction
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Discussion

It will be not~d that items Al - A5 and B8 - BID show a significant relation

ship at the 5%level in the predicted direction with at least one of the cri

teria of age, IQ ana form.

It will be argued that for an initial experimental test version this le~el

of significance indicates an acceptable level of reiationship. This will

in turn argue: for these items' ability to measure the construct of Piagetian

cogni tive developmen~. However some items do not show any significant re

lationship and in two cases where a significant relationship is present it

is not in the predicted direction. These items will now be discusserl.

Bli,ii,iii is a fai r ly easy concrete item. All pupils should have reached

the COE:::rete level by the time they 'are in Form 2. Thus it can be argued

that a great increase in performance on this item with increasing agea~d

highe, IQ should not be expected. This can be used to argue in favour of

the construct validity of the item.

As far as B2, 3 and 4 are concernpd there is a one-in-four chance of guess

i ng each of these items cor roctly. Guess i ng woul d interfere with any reo.

1ati onsh i jJ betveen an i tern score and vari ables such as age, IQ or form.

Grouping of items should restrict the effect of guessing to an acceptable

level ?nd this wi11 be done in the following investigation.

85 is a concrete item and should therefore be expected to be within the

reach of all the pupi l s of the age studied. In Cl terms it may be solved

by using successive scanning which has been argued to be a concrete opera

tional skill.
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As no increase in performance was found this can be used to argue for the

construct validity of the item.

There is a one-in-five chance ·of guessing d6 and 87 correctly. However a

far more likely cause of the significance being ir the non-predicted direc

ti on is that the pupils tested on the second and third days of testing

(viz. Form 3 and Form 2 respectively) were helped by another person who

told them the easily remembered rule: "Lt vs only the string that counts".

In order to reduce the possibility of prior kno~ledge of a rule interfering

with the measurement of processes the test had in fact been designed with

85 and B8,

B6 and B9, and

B7 and BlO

being answers and reasons respectively. If the subject was simply remember

ing the rule and w~s not able to carry out the required process then he

would have diff i cul ty pro'/icling the reason. If the items were qrouped i ntc

new items and scored the effect of prior knowledge would be reduced.

INVESTIGATION 2

The items in Section

cussed above, viz.:

1 i, i i and iii

2, 3 and 4

5 and 8

6 and 9

7 and 10

B were grouped into the following new items as dis-
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With grouping the new items l became scored variables. Correlation calcula

tions could thus be performed.

It is hypothes ized t hat there wi ll be a significant relationship between

item scores

AND Age; IQ; Form; English marks; Mathematics marhe; Science marks .

In terms of the Pearson product-moment statistic this would mean that the

correlations would be significant. Naturally higher correlations will argue

more forcefully for the test's construct validity.

Method

Pearson ~rod~ct-momert correlutions were performed between it€m scores and

the six variables listed above.

Results

A cart-elation matrix was obtained. See TABLE 4 below.

1 When items a re a egroup ed the new i tem group will for the sake of brevity

simp1y be referred to as an item.
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CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ITEM SCORE, AGt, IQ, FORM AND SCHOOL MARKS
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Item Age IQ Form English Mathe- Science
matics

Al -0,03 0,18 0,00 0,22+ 0,17 0,10

A2 -0,10 0,30++ - 0, 10 0,35++ 0,26++ 0,24+

A3 0,06 0,28++ 0 ~07
+ 0,26++ 0,25+0,25 .

A4 -0,07 0,39++ 0,0) 0 ~25+ 0, 23+ 0,14

0,3fH 0,22+
. 1. 0,29++A5 0,10 0,16 0,24'

8li,ii,i i"i - 0, 05 0,25+ - 0,06 0, 19 0,28++ 0,10

B2,3,4 -0,07 0,16 0,02 0,09 0,15 0,20+

85,8 0,17 0,19 0,13 0,07 0,19 0,19

86,9 - 0, 12 0,29++ - 0,09 . 0,25++ 0,2 0+ 0,15

87,10 - 0,03 + -0,04 C,180,21 0, J4 0,16
I

IAge - 0,17 0,&5++ -0,52 -0,36 -0,33

i IQ 0,01 0, 58++ 0,55++ 0,44++ ,

English 0,74++ 0,70++

Ma t he- 0,82++
matics

+ p<O ,05 (Level of s i snificance for posi t i ve cor relat ions accordi ng to
++ p<o,Ol two- t ai l ed te~t, Fe rgu son. 1959.)
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Diseussion

Correlations of item scores wi th age and form show non-significant correla

tion~. At first inspection this is contrary to what is expected in terms

of the Piagetian mcdel. However since the sample is a convenience sample

it is possible that sampling bias has occurred in the selection of pupils.

In individual forms the older pupils are more likely to be the low achievers.

Therefore it is probable that more of the older pupils in the sample are

less able intellectually.

The correlations of item sco~es with IQ scores are significant at thE 5%

level in the majority of cases. This fact argues for the construct validity

of these items. i.e. they measure intelligence (broadly defined). The

sampling bias discu~scd above should not interfere with these correlations

because IQ takes age into account.

Items A2, A3, A4, A5, 86,9 show at least three significant correlations

with the indicators of cognitive development at the 5% level suggesting that

tnese items do in fact measure the advanced thinking required of pupils in

high schools i.e. formal thought.

As item 86, 9 measures focussing and as previous research has shown a sig

nificant correlation betWEen focussing and IQ, the significant corre1ation

existing between 86, 9 and IQ argues in favour af the item's ability to measure

focuss i nq.

The lesser number of significant correlations associated with Al and Bli,ii,ii1

;s to be expected as they measure concrete thought which is not as strong-
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ly related to the criterion measures of age, IQ and school marks.

It is not clear why fonnal items 82,3,4 and B7,10 show altogether only

one significant correlation. They nay lack the ability to validly measure

the process of controlling variables (focussing).

I NVESTIGATI ON :3

It is hypothesized t hat there will be significant positive cor~elatio~g

between s cores on i t ems which are agreed tu be at the same l evel of cog

nitive develop~ent.

Method

Items were group"~d into the fol l owi nq new items. Bl i ,i~,ii; and 82,3,4

remained as originally grouped. It was decided to follow Shayer et al.

(1976) in the groupillgof items 85-10. 85 , B6 and 87 were thus grouped

as an item ccncerne~ with drawing of conclusions. Theoretically there is

some difficulty in that B5 is a concrete item whereas 86 and B7 are fonnal

items. A further difficUlty is that t he construct validity of items 86 and

B7 was doubted.

See correlation matrix in TABLE 5 which follows.
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TABLE 5

CORRELATION MATRIX OF SCORED ITEMS

Al A2 Aj A4 AS Bl B2~3~4 B5~6~7 B8~9~10

i~ii~iii

0~25+ 0~O7 O~ 18 0~12 0~13 . - 0 ~ 04 0~05 0~04

0~19 0~34++ 0~22+ 0~18 0~04 0~11 0~01

0~21+ 0,31++ 0~11 0,19 0,08 0~30++

0,17 O~3t+ 0,08 0,04 O~16

O~ 16 0,13 -0,02 0~25+

0,11 -0,04 0,16 I

I0,10 0,21+
I

-0,02 I
I

. ---J

Al

A2

A3

Item

BU,ii,iii

AS

A4

I~2,3 ,4

B5:6,7

._---------------------------

+ p<0,05 Level of significance according to two-tailed test (Fergl!son~1959).

++ p<O )01

DiseussioYl

An inspection of the correlation matrix reveals a number of correlations

which are signifi~ant at the 5%level. However these cO!'relations ar~ 3till

low with only two ef them in the 30's. Nevertheless in some cases the

correlations argue for the construct validity of the items, while those

existing between items which are not clearly concrete or formal do not

give any indication in favour or against the hypothesis.
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In favour of the construc t validity of the test are the following correlations

A3 and B8,9,10

A5 and B8,9,1O

(p<O,Ol)

(p<0,05)

Since these items are unequ ivocally formal and the cont ent of th es e items

is differ ent the significant correlations suggest that they are validly

measuring the shared underlying processes. As this is Piaget's view it is

argued that ~hese test items are validly measur~ng formal thought.

The correlations between

A3 and A5 (p<O,Ol)

B2,3,4 dnd B8>9,10 (p<O,05)

call be reiated to Pi aget ' s view that onc~ a subject reaches the formal stage

he will be able to do most tasks at that level. As these four tasks are the

only tasks in the test, which accordinq to research, are unequivocally formal,

the presence of t hese t wO significant correlations suggests th~t the test is

validly measur i ng formal thought - although it could be argued that the

. s i qrri f i cant corre l ations were being brouqht about by similar content. The

remaini ng s i gn i f i cant corl~~latic~s do not reflect on the hypothesis in either

way because at least one item in cactl pa~r i s not clearly concrete or formal.
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A correlation matrix using dichotomised1item values was also conducted but

since it revealed a very similar pattern of significant correlations it has

not been included.

I NVESTIGATION 4

It is hypo~hesized that when i tem s cores are subjected to a principal com

ponents analysis they iail.l. load mainly Cl"Z two f actors which may be inter

preted as concrete and formal thought.

MAthod and r esults

In order to determine the factor structure of the nine items the item scores

were subjected to a principal components ar.alysis. Eigenvalues greater than

1 were extracted. Three factors were found. See TABLE 6 for factor loarl

ings on each item.

1 A score of 2 for each of these items was accepted as the criterion of

success. The sta tisti:::s derived in this manner will be noted in TabJ.e '15

inVIII p , 109.
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TABLE 6

PRINCI PAL COMPONENTS ANALYS IS SHOWING FACTOR LOADINGS

Item Name Principal compone!lts

I II III Percent
Communality

24,5 ~~ of 14,4%of 12,1%of
vari ance va riance variance

Al Conse rvation weight 0, 37 0,54 0,01 42,67

A2 Conservation voluma - Os56 0,49 0,18 57,99
pla st i ci r~ spheres

A3 Dens i ty 0,60 -U,32 0,15 48,97

A4 Conse rvation vol ume - 0,62 0,29 -0,10 48,65
metal cyl inders

A5 Archi medes Princi ple ') , 59 -0,18 -0,12 39,81

Bli,ii,iii Identifying vari ables 0,51 0,1 4 -0,36 40,97

82,3,4 Con t rol l i ng ver i ebl es 0,35 -C,50 0,29 45,95

B5,6,7 Drawi ng conclusions I 0,12 0,08 0,87 78,73

88,9,10 Method of drawingJ 0,50 -0,52 0,17 54,67
conclusi ons

Inspect ion of t he above ma t ri x suggested th~t Factor 1 and Factor 11 ; which

account for 38,8%of the vari ance, may be orthogonal. When plotted they had

the appearance i ndicat ed in GRAPH 1 hel ow .
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REPRESENTATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
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The configuration of item scores, viz. two main clusters encircled by the

dotted lines suggested tha~ the two factors may represent concrete and

forma1 reasoni ng . :

84

I

All items except B5,6,7 loaded significantly on at least one of Factor 1

and 11. Since the Piagetian model predicts that two types of reasoning are

involved in these tasks (viz. concrete and formal) it was supposed that
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Factor 1 might represent formal reasoning and Factor 11 might represent

concrete reasoning. Item B5,6,7 did not load significantly on either Fac

tor I or II ana therefore does not seem to involve formal or concrete rea-

soning to any significant degree. B5,6,7 was the onZy item to load signifi-

cantly with Factor ITI. Thi s suggests that this item is measuring a non-
I

Piagetian factor.

The principal components analysis was then repeated. Only two factors were

extracted. They were then rotated. See TABLE 7 below.

TABLE 7

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS AFTER EXTRACTION OF TWO MAJOR FAC!ORS AND

ROTATION

f
components l

.:
Name Principal

I I I .

--J

Al Conservation weight 0,64 -0,14
I

A2 Conservation volume - plasticine spheres 0,74 0,03

A3 Density 0,22 0,65

A4 Conservation volume - metal cylinders 0,66 0,21

A5 Archimedes Pri~ciple 0,31 0,54

Bl i , ~ i , i i i Identifying variables 0,47 0,25

82,3,4 Controll ing variables -0,09 0,60

85,6,7 Drawing cOGclusions 0,15 0,03

B8,9,10 Method of drawing conclusions 0;01 0,72
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A graphical presentation of this data is shown in GRAPH 2 below.

GRAPH 2

REPRESENTATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS AFTER ROTATIONII _
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Discus:!ion

While the factor load~ngs are not clear cut items AI, A2, A4, A5 and 81i,ii,

iii have significant loadings on Factor I (arguably the C0ncrete factor. Items

A3, A5, 82,3,4 and 88,9,10 have significant loadings on Factor 11 (arguably

the formal factor).
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It will be noted that A5 loads significantly on both Factor I and Factor 11

but the major loading is on the formal component. This may be because the

mark scheme for A5, in attempting to give maximum distribution of scores,
,

allowed subjects to score one point with concrete level statemencs. The

presence of marks yielded by concrete statements appears to have been re

flected in the principal components analysis.

Item A4 has, in contrast to neo-Piagetian research (Lawson, Blake and Nord

land, 1974), loaded more on the concrete factor than on the formal factcr.

Again with this item marks could be obtained with concrete statements. It

is an item which does not reqL:ire statell1ents which are uniquely formal. Ac-

carding to Lawson, Blake and Nordland (1974) an answer is judged to be for-

mal when a subjec t has provided tuo answers , viz. subject separates the

variables weight and volume and shows thatwater displa cement is dependent

on volume and not weight . However "i t must be noted that if these ~nswers are

consi dered indi 'JiduaUy it could be argued that they are concrete answers.

It is therefore not surprising that this item loads on the concrete factor.

Sinr.e the items tended to load on two factors which appear to represent

concrete and formal thought it can be concluded that principal component

analysis supports the view that most items in the test validly me~Sllre th~

two co~structs of concrete and formal thought - which are characteristic of

the Piagetian tasks used. In view of the suspect ccnstruct validity of item

85,6,7 this item will be discarded in the following two i nves tiqat ions .
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INVESTIGATI ON 5

I t is hypothesized that there ~ill be a significant re lationship bet~ee(t

performance on t he test as a ~hole

AND age; I Q; English mar ks; Mat hemat i cs marks; Science marks.

Method and results

Subjects will first be grouped accordi ng to cognitive stag e reached. An

analysis of variance wi l l then be perfo rmed. A significant F ratio will

indicate a significant re lationshi p between performance on the test as a

whole (as indicated by the cognitive st~ge reached) and the accepted

indicators of cognitive development ment i oned above. This will support the

arqument for the test ' s construct validity . The correl ation il \'/i11 aIso be

derived in the ana l ysi s of variance.

Inspection of Piagetian and neo-Piagetian res2arch suggested that it would

be possible to cl~ss ify the i tems as in TA3L[ 8 helow.
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TABLE 8

CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS BASED ON PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Al

A2

Bl;~;;,ii;

Fonnal

A3

A4

A5

B2,3,4

B5,6,7

B8,9,1O

Four classes were then instituted and subjects werE cl assified according to

the method s~own in TABLE 9 below. The number of concrete items correct and

the number of fo rmal; terns correct were summed for each sub]ect ,
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TABLE 9

CLASSIFICATION KEY FOR ALLOCATING SUBJECTS TO COGNITIVE STAGES BASED ON

RESULTS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Score of 3 on concrete items

Stage 1 -

Pre-operational

Stage 2 -

Concrete

Stage 3 -

Transitional between

concrete and forffiu 1

Stage 4 -

Formal

Scores of 0 or 1 on concrete items

Score of at least 2 on concrete items

. ~
AND

1 or 2 or 3 on formal items

Score of 3 on concrete items

AND

L- a_t_least 4 on formal ite_m_s ~

If a criterion was not reached, further correct items were not taken into

aCC0unt.

There 7~.'as no sigrdficant relationship at the 5% level between this system

of classification AND age, IQ, English marks, tdathemat-ice marke awl Science

marks.

This might be due to the system of categorization being used as it had been

shown that t~ere were at least some significant relationships between indivi-
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dual item scores and the cri teria listed above , (See TABLE 4, p.77) showing

significant distributions and TABLE 5, p.SO showing significant correlations).

The major problem with the system uf categorization used was that subjects

who did not reach lower criteria sometimes went on to get a number of more

difficult items correct:

e.g. Subject number 63 who got 1/3 conc~ete items co~rect AND 4/6 formal

items correct was . placed in Stage 1 (pre-operational) because he could not

reach the criterion of 2/3 concrete items correct and therefore could not be

placed in A highel' stage. It is worth noting that this subject actually

reached the criteriop of 4/5 for StAge 4 (fo~al thought) but was denied

access to it because he did not reach the lower criterion for Stage 2

(concrete thought).

Therefore another system was devised. Bec3use of the difficulty of knowing

precisely how Piaget marked ilis items it W3S decided that it would be per

missible to take into account the results 0f the princip~l components ana

lysis. In the principal components analysis the items loaded significantly

as shown in TABLE 10 below.
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TABLE SHOWING FACTORIAL LOADING OF EACH ITEM

92

Item

Al

A2

A3

A4

A5

Bl i , i i , i i i

B2,3,4

B5,6,7

B3,9,1O

Factorial loading

Concrete

Concrete

Formal

Concrete

Formal and Concrete but predom1nantly formal

Concrete

Formal

Neither concrete nor formal

Forma1

Items were then grouped as shown in TABLE 11 below. B5,6,7 was rejected.

TABLE 11

CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS BASED ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

Concrete Forma1

Al A3

A2 A5

A4 B2,3,4

81i,ii,iii 88,9,10
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Three stage groups were then instituted as indicated in TABLE 12 below.

TABLE 12

CLASSIFICATION KEY FOR ALLOCATING SUBJECTS TO COGNITIVE STAGES BASED ON

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

I S' 1' l:age -

Pre-cperat i ona 1

Stage 2 -

Concrete

Stage 3 -

Forma 1

Did not reach criterion of 3/4 concrete items f

I
AND I

did not reach criterion of 3/4 formal items I
Reached criterion of 3/4 concrete t tems but i
did not reach criterion of 3/4 formal items

OR

Reached cri ter-ion of 3/4 formal items but

did not reach criterion of 3/4 concrete items

Reached criter~on of 3/4 concrete items

AND

reached criterion of 3/4 formal items
I-

This method was accepted as a possible method of cl ass t fyi nq subjects so

that their stage - cl assi f i cat i on might be submi t ted -to a va l i di ty check.

Four pupils reached the formal criterion but did not reach the co~crete

criterion: as i ndicated they were classified as concrete thinkers. An

analysis of variance was then performed with the stage classification against

the variables of age, IQ, English, Mathematics and Science marks. Results

are given in TABLE 13 below.
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ANALYSIS OF VARI ANCE DATA

94

Va ri- Grou ps Sum of df r'1ean F Signifi cance Correlation
able squares squares ratio 1eve1 (n) with

criterion

Age Between groups 5,74 2 1 2,87 3,06 p=0,05 0,20
I

Withi n groups 140 ,52 150 0,94
1

Total j 146, 26 152
1 f---.
I IIQ Between groups I 3053,73 2 1526,87 11 ,67 . p<O,OOI 0)36

\4ithi n groups 20147,27 154 130,83 ,

L_ _Totol 23201,00 156 I

I

'Eng1 ish I Between groups 1366 ,60' 2 683,30 9,18 P<0 ,001 0,33

I
I

~'J ith i n groups 11465,6S 154 I 74,45
I

Totnl 12832,29I 156
I

1[·1a the- B2t ween groups 5047,03 2 2523, 51 6,63 p<O,Ol 0,28
Imat; cs

Wi t hi n groups 58270 ,57 153
,

I 380, 85
I I I

I Totc1 63317,59 1155

I - --
Science ' Bet ween groups 1375,87 . 2 687,SJ 3,86 p<0,05 0,23

I Within groups 24225,25 136 178,13
I Tot el 25601,11 138I I

I I I
I
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Discussion

The levels of significance suggest that once allowance is made for the fact

that A4 appears to measure concrete thought and that B5,6,7 does not appear

to measure concrete or formal thought there is evidence of construct validity.

However the correlations (0) between, on the one hand cognitive stage, and on

the other ~ge, IQ and school marks are fairly low.

Nevertheless the test appears to some degree to be measuring Piagetian cog

n~tive stages as it has already been shown in previous research that there

are positive relationships between these stages and age, IQ and academic

achievement.

INV:::STI:JATION 6

It is hypothesized that the Lee t: as a iohol.c uri l L have a r el.iabi l.i tu co

efficient of l' z: 0" ~o OT' more,

The more items making up a test or sub-test which measure a par~icular trait,

the more reliable ~ test will be. Because {he whole test is fairly short it

will only be possib1~ to calculate th~ relia~ility coefficient as a whole

and no reliability coefficients can be. calculated for the very shcrt sub

scales such as those in Section B which measure respect ive ly

Separation of variables

Control of variables

Drawing of conclusions

Justifying of cond:Jsions.

Each of these sub-scales is made up of only three items.
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Method and Results

The reliability of the test was assessed using three methods:

Spearman - or-own Split - half method (using the Pearson product-moment

formula), the KR20 formula and Hoyt1s analysis.

i. Spearma~ - Brown Split - half method

This method was judgad appropriate because the data fulfilled two important

conditions viz.

it must be possible to split the test into two halves made up of items

matched according to difficulty and

subjects must have the opportunity to complete all items i.e. the test

must be cl power test and not a speed test.

Because of the peculiar nature of the test,the items were not numericaily

arranged in ascending order of difficulty. Therefore it was not possible

to construct two parallel sub-tests by simply divlding the items on an cdd

even basis. Furthermore since no previous study could yield precise infor

mation on the relative difficulty of the items being used in this test it

was considered appropriate to use information derived from the principal

components ana~ysis. Using this information the test was therefore divided

into two parallel sub-tests. The one sub-test was made up of A2, A3, 81,

B2,3,4 and the other was made up of AI, A4, A5 and 88,9,10. As indicated

previo~sly 85,6.7 was discarded as it did not appear to have an ucceptable

level of construct validity.

The Pears0n product-moment correlation was then calculated. This yielded

a reliability coefficient of 0,47. This fell far short of the desired re

liability coefficient of 0,80.
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ii. The KR20 formula

Instead of spl itting the test in t wo parallel forms this method splits a

test into II n parts of one item each" (Guilford, 1954, p. 380): thus it

rests on the assumption that the items of a test are all parallel items.

A further assumption is t~ a t the te st under consideration is unifactorial.

Clear~y the present test does not meet these conditions; the items are not

of equal difficulty ana the items have been shown to load on two factors.

However Guilford notes th~t despite the fact that few tests meet these

criteria the KR20 fo~mula is widely used. After reviewing evidence he con-

eludes th~t even when the limiting assump t i ons of the test a ~'e violated the

KR20 formu 13 c~n give fairly accurate results.

The KR20 formula fol l ows (Guilford, 1954, p. 380, Formula 14,5):

I ) / " ':I' . z: I m 'J Lt-r.pq )
t b l·--'- --'--n- I "- \ a- t: /

\ . '\

where

r' t t = reliability coefficient

n = number of items in the test

P = proportion of correct responses to each item in turn

q = 1 - p

o2t = total variance of test

= 0,50
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This coefficient again fall s far short of the desired coefficient.

iii. Hoyt 1s analysis

The following formula was used (Guilford, 1954, p. 384 Formula 14.11):

I'tt = 1 - VI'

11e
where

I' t t = re1i abil ity coeffi ci ent

V = variance for rem~inder sum of squa res
I'

V = varia nc9 for examinees
e

The vario us sums of squares are computed usi ng fonnulae provi ded by Guil ford

(1%4) p. 384.

Appl ying the f'orrnu l a:

r tit: = 1 - V
I'

ve
= 1 - 0,16

o;TI

= 0,40

This again fal 1s shurt of t he dp.sired reli ubility coefficient.

Di s eussion

It will be noted that t~le above three reliability coefficients

were in t he 0,4! - 0,50 ra~g e . These coefficients are at first inspecti on

unsat isfactory. However it must be not ed that the test is relatively short.

A lengthening of the tes t would resul t in a greater measure of reliability.

This is because with increase in length, provided the new items resemble

the old in form, content and difficult,', the true variance will increase at
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a more rapid rate than the error variance (Guilford, 1954).

Possible sources of error which may have been responsible for a lowering of

the reliability are:

Although every effort was made to standardise instructions there were

the inevitable difficulties in answering spontaneous questions in a

helpful manner which at the same time did not reveal the answer. Even

though all pupils indicated they could see the demonstrations,pupiis

at the front desks probably had a better view of the proceedings.

The instructinns for the test indicate that

1I0nce you have put an answer in you may not change it".

In the first administraticn~ as a result of requests, this was modified

by oral instructions to

"0nce you have turned over the page you may not change an answer".

This was repeated before the turning over of each page. However since

this was in contradt ct i on to the written i nstruct i on t.i ri s may have

prvduced some uncertainty.

While i t -j s not considered that these had a serious effect two i neon-

~istencies we re found. B5 and B7 begin the fourth choice statement '

wi th the words , 11 A11 three factors 11... . B6 begins this statement with

the words, "An the factors ... ". B2 uses one long opening sentence.

B3 3nd B4 show the same sentence divided into two.
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However as indicated earlier lengthening the test could raise the re

liability coefficient. Guilford (1954, p. 391) gives a formula which wi1l

indicate the ratio (of the new test length to the original test lenqth)

necessary to achieve a specified reliability in the new test. A reliability

of 0,48 wi 11 be accepted as the re1i ab i l ity of the old test.

The formula is:

n = r nn ( 1 - r tt )

r tt ( 1 - rnn)

where

n = number of t imes the test must be lengthened

r = reliability cOPfficient which is required
nn

r
t t

= reliability of the original test

Applying the formula to the reliability under co~sideration, it will be

assumed that a reliability of 0,80 is desirable.

n = r nn ( 1 - r tt )

r t t \' 1 - -;- )_ nn

= o,80f1 - 0,48)
0,48 1 0,80)

= 4,33

i.e. The test would have to be 4,33 times as long as the present test.

However the time which would be needed to administer this 1engther.ed test

would rule out its practical usefulness. The present test took approximately

45 minutes to administer. It would therefore take approximately 3 hours 15

minutes to administer a test Jf this length.
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Therefore it is suggested that the format must change. Instead of a class

task format the task would ha.ve to be redesigned to take on a more normal

paper-and-pencil format. In this way the optimum number of items could be

dealt with in a shorter period of tlme.

It could well be found that a more structured paper and pencil format will

also lead to a relative decrease in error variance when compared with the

class-task format. This would in turn mean that acceptable reliability would

be obtained with a shorter test than the ca1culaticn above indicates.

4. CONCLUSION

a. Individua1 items

TABLE 14 below gives tile conclusions :--egarding the ccnstruct validity of c

items (grouped Clccoi'ding to the processes they mea~ure), assessed as very

acceptable~ accepta ble, minimally accEptable or not acceptable. It must be

stressed that these conclu~ions are subjective and are net calculated accor

ding to any formula. They are also made suhject to the condition that the

test is at present an experimentaZ in~~PUment.

Processes for SECTION A items are tho:e indicated after taking the result~

of the prir.sipal components analysis into account.
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TABLE 14

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF ITEMS

Item Task Process ! Construct validity

Section A
Al Ccns~rvation of weight Concrete reasoning

A2 Conservation of volume Concrete reasoning
- plasticine spheres

Very acceptable

Very acceptable
I

A3 Dens i ty Formal reasoning Very acceptable

A4

A5

Conservation of volume Concrete reasonirog
- metal cylinders

Archimedes Principle Formal reasoning

Very acceptable

Very acceptable

Section B The pendulum problem

BIi,ii,iii Ident i fyi nq vartebl es lAcceptable

Mr:thod of drawing Very acceptable
conclusions

Controlling vari ables ~ i n i ma l l y acceptable

Drawing conclusions Not acceptable

82,3,4
IIB5, 6, 7

J 88,9,10 ·,---------i..--_---L-_----'
b. Test as a whole

After i tem .85,6,7 was excluded and the results of the principalcom-

ponent analysis were ta~en into account the construct validity of the test

was found to be acceptable for an experimental instrument.

The use of the er model appears to havp added an extra dimension to the study

of the variables in the pendulum problem. However because there was relatively
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little existing research on the relationship of Cl theory to the measures

of cognitive development used in this study, it was difficult to integrate

the Cl model when the results were discussod.

Judged according to the desired reliability coefficient the reliability of

the test was not acceptable. Con~ents ha\;e been made regarding the possibility

of raising th~ reliability coefficient.

The possible future development of the test will be discussed in the next

. section.
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VIII

FUTURE RESEARCH AND IMPLICAT IONS FOR EDUCATION

1. THE POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEST

Clearly the test is ~t this stage only a research instrument: The follow

ing points need discussion.

a. The theoretical basis of the test

In constructi ng this test Piaget's system has provided the theoretical basi s .

It appears that it is not necessary to restrict the development of th~ test

to Piaget's form~lations. An important step in developing the test would

ue to 3scertain , using ta sk analysis (Gagne,1970; Linke,1975; Levine and

Linn,1977), what processes were needed for carrying out a variety of school

t asks. Thz tes t couid t hen be r~formulated so that it was able to meas ure

these pr0cesses. Thus future research should use whn t ever fo~ulations were

able to shed light on processes regarded as important. This is especially

necessary if one is t o develop reliable sub-tests to measure particular

processes.

A model which might De used to advantage is that of Gagne (1970). Gagne's

model is hi erarchi cal in nature. The subordinate behaviours are those which

must be l earned first; later the superordinate behaviours must be learned.

In contrast to P'iaget, Gagne's model is by nature very flexible. In fact

its major con tribution lies in its method of representing beh~viours in
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hierarchies - more than any precise info nnation it might impart regarding

learning. Some of Gagne's hiera rchies are merely proposed hierarchies await

ing validation (Linke, 1975). Some of Piaget's precise information cou~j in

fact be hierarchically organized.

Towl er and vJheatley (1971) implicitly draw at t ent i on to this rel atf onship

between Gagne and Pi aget I s vi ews :

An examination of the subjects' responses ~n this study have led

the author to suspect that part of the problem, at l ea s t , lies in

inadequately formed concepts of atoIDi~m, since nearly all of the

erroneous explanations centre on molecules, density, or the surface

area of the clay. (p. 2691

This represents an explanation of superordinate failure in terms of possible

subordinate failure - an hierarchical representation.

Case (1972a, 1972b, 1974) has attempted to devise a model which integrates

Gagne's and Piaget's views - showing that the two models are compatible.

Another potentially useful model is that of Ausubel (1968). Novak (197~, 1975)

proposes that Ausubel's theory offers a more parsimonious interpretation

than does Piaget's model of the data provided by I.aw ~on, NQrdland and DeVito

(1974) and Law:.on, Blake and Nordland (1975).

Guilford's (1967) model of intelligence provides many possible processes

which could be incorporated into a test.
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It is proposed that a futu re process test should ignore theoretical consis

tency and be pragmatic. · Items should be included because they are able to

test processes ·ident i f i ed as important and are of suitable difficulty, have

high discrimination indices, etc.

b. Alternative met hod of testi ng p ro ces s e~

It has been argued that a formal test would be useful. However an alternative

method would be to li~lk testing with the curriculum in such a way that in

formation on the attcinment of processes was collected throughout the school

year. This approach would be in keeping with the current move away from

form al test-ing to continuous le ss formal methods of assessment.

However such a method woul d be difficult to implement unless a large scale

cur r icul um proj ect was i nsti tuted , similar to that reported by Lucas (1972)

in the field of Scierce Education in Australia.

After the course contEnt, E.g. in the field of Physical Science, had been

chusen a tdsk analysis would be carried out to ascertain what processes were

requi red for t he successful compl etion of the course. Then curriculum

planners would draw up ins~ ('L:ctional programmes. These would include ma ter t al

designed to promote learning of both content and process. Tests would then

be drawn up. Each question would be designed in such a way that it wuuld

test net only content but also definite processes.
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Each test would be backed by a duplicate. Schools would be asked to administer

the tests and to submit the duplicate copies to the curriculum designers. The

original tests would be given back to the pupils and if desired the marks

could be used for in-school evaluatior.

Using information derived from these tests hierarchies of processes could be

drawn up using the method described by Linke (1975). Where sections were

found to cause difficulty remedial programmes could be devi sed so that pupils

not reaching cr.tterion on the evaluation Instrunent could [le given extra help.

This approach has a number of strong points.

It allows teachers to practise their class-based professional skills

instead of putti ng a tr-emendous emount of effort i nto prepari ng unco

ordinated programmes and tests.

Curri culurn aids woul d be prepared by those with the time and tr-ai ning

to do so. The personnel drawing up the tests would be skilled in the

areas of psychomet~icsand educational p~ychology. Teachers would

assist as co-researchers by advising and applying the material. Nat

urally the whole approach would hinge on a spirit of co-operation be

tween the research personnel and the teaching profession.

The content would remain integrated . In the writerls opinion the major

defect in Sci.ence .. a process approach was that in order to teach pro

cesses in an hierarchi ca1 order content was di smembered into a sp.r;es

of disjointed exercises. Only a very formal thinker would be able to

follow the sequence. It is proposed that the content sequence be ar-
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ranged in as interesting a form as possible and processes be investigated

where they occur in the natural f l ow of cont ent .

Apart from the tremendous benefit to teachers and teaching, research of

great import could be carri ed out if t hi s methori could be instituted.

If the procedure was a success in one subject it eoul~ be carried out

in other subjects where the contrnt lent itself to this approach.

However it must be noted that a school-based &pproach such as that described

above is subject to far more intruding factors than a validated, reliable

and possibly standardised test of processes similar to that which it was re

searched in this stu dy.

2. IMPLICATIONS STEMMING FROMPUPILS' peRFO RMANCE ON TEST ITEMS

Even after accepting t he limitations of the t2st the number of pupils not

achieving success on acceptably valid individual formal items does suggest

that the re is considerable room for cognitive development in the pupil popu

1ation.

Other researchers ha v2 also noted the large n~mber of adolEscent pupils who

have not attained for mal thought. The fo~lowing table gives information on

the percentag2s of pupils atta 'ining success in various tasks in othe~ inves

tigations. Only studies using more tha~ 100 subjects and giving (or allow

ing the deduction of) percentages were included in the table.
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PERCENTAGE SUCCESS ONTASKS IN PRE SENT STUDY WITH COMPARAT IVE PREVIO US RESU LTS
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Present stu':!y Previous stud ies

Item Task/Process %success '% successl Sex ~le a n age++ Age range++ Researche rs f-ountry Individual(I)

Class-task(C) I

,

.section A

Al conservatton wei ght 86 83 /1ale 15,1 years Approx.6 Elkind(1961b) USA C,
I years I

A2 Conservation volume 51 I 54 Hale 15,1 years App rox.6 El kind (1961b) USA C
-plasticine spheres I yearsI

I
A3 Density 1; ,2 28,4 f.j,11e 115 years 15 years Shayer and UK C

3 months o months- Wyl am(1978)
15 years

I
6 months

33+++
I
Mal e & College McKinnon and USA I
female f res lvnen Renner( 1971 )

I
A4 Conservation ~o l ume- 68 :~ 11 40,S Male 15 years 15 years Shayer and UK C

metal cyli nde:-s 11 3 months o months- Wylam(1978)

I
I 15 years

pr inciPle l

6 months

AS Archimedes 14,6 33+++ Mal e & Coll ege 11cKi nnon and USA I

! fema le ,f reshmen Renner (1971 )

Sectien B Pendulum problem

I
:;9 53 riare la 16-20 Koh1berg and USA I

I female I years Gilligan(1971

I 48 IMale & College ~lcKi nnon and USA I
I fema1e fres hmen Renner( 1971 )

II
61 Male & 13 years Somerville Aust- I

female 11 months- (1974) ral ia
14 years
5 months

3J,7 Mal e is years 15 years , Shayer and UK C
3 months o months- IWyl am (1978)

15 years '

I6 months

+ A score of 2 was accepted as the criteri on of success for i ndividua1 items in SECTIONA. A score of

? in two cf :-

controll ing vari ables ,
drawing conclusions,
method of drawin; conclusions,

was regarded as the criter ion for success in the pendulum problem. (SECTION!)

++ Where avail~ ~le

+++ McKinnon and Renner's task appears to test both Density and Archi medes Principle as represented by Items

A3 and AS respectively.
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Inspection of the table does i ndi cate that ot her researchers have also report

ed that a large number of pupils/s t udents (f rom 12 years 6 months onwards)

do not solve formal problems.

What should educationalists do once they have found that so many pupils do

not reason formally?

They could argue that ma ny pupils could probably have used formal operations

- but in the t2sting situation, with unfamiliar content, they regress to con

crete thin king (ChiapettG,1976). While this may play a part in some studies

the pupils us~d in thi s study have heen exposed to scie~ce in some form since

the Std 2 l evel. The u ~e of a class-task probably also relieved their anxiety.

This makes it ~lnlikely t hat the regres~ion effect has had any major distort

ing effect on the results. It is more l i t.a l y t hat pupils everywhere really

do have difficulty ,.rith formal rcascrrinc.

Alternatively they could accept that one must wait for maturation and random

experienc es to t ake their natural pa th. Maturation clearly is one factor

which must be taken into consideration. However recognition of its impor

tance should not lead to the fatalistic vi ew that intellectual ability will

unfold willy-nilly . Yar ied experience i s al so necessary (Guui 'lay,1978).

It is interesting to note Vernonvs '(1979) comments 'on the growth of psycho

metric intelligence:

Intelligence refers to the gen~ral reasoning and other cognitive

capacities which are developed largely by stimulation in the home

and in leisure hours or peer-group activities,whereas achievement re

fers to the more sp~cialised performance in school subjects which
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depends greatly on the quality of teaching and on children's motivation

to learn.(p. 12)

It is difficult to un derstand why the school should not be given a great deal

of responsibility for developing what may be called intelligence, intelligent

behaviour or intellectual ability since there is mu(h evidence that special

intervention can bring about more effective thinki~g (Whimbey 1974, 1975).

If the school does become involved two approaches seem possible. The first

approach deals with the l2arning of specific prucesses of thinking while the

second deals with the raising of the gene,al level of intellectual function

ing. In the discussion which fol lows evide~cc from a wide variety of sources

will be taken into account and the discuss ion will not be limited to Piagetian

and Cl models.

a. Learning of specif i c processes

It has been sho~n that specifi c processes can be learned if instruction is

appropriate.

According to Raven (1974) more attention shou1d be 9iven to the incorporation

of logical processes in the school curriculum. He writes:

During the twelve to f ourteen years that iL has tak~n these (tog i ca l )

abi l i t i es to develo~, most schools have only incidently incorporated

the use of these logical operatic..s into their instructional strateeies.

Much work is spent on the ucquisition of symbols and vocabulary but

little time is spent on how these symbols are put together. (p. 260)
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Raven (1974) has attempted to te ach l og ical processes. He claims to have

taught the tautology operation in the context of the subject matter of Density

and Archimedes P~ · i n c i p l e .

As it will prove to be extremely difficult to work at this level it may be

necessary to deal with intermediate level processes: e.g. controlling

variables (Bredderman, 1973), ratio and proportion (Brainerd, 1971;

Brainerd and Allen, 1971).

Lawson (1975) gives a series of steps which he considers will lead to the

acquisitiorl of the formal process: controlling variables. He describes

the procedure as follows:

•. .• learning begins with physical experience with objects. This

expe=ience p~ovid es the student with a mental· record of ~hat be

ha s done and seen. Symbol i.c no t a t i.on is t he u introduced which aids

in the identification of patterns in the experiences. Finally, addi

::ional experiences that involve the same conceptualization are pro

vided a:i ong with the r epetition of the invented symbolic notation to

allow th~ student to self regulate and abstract the formal pattern

f r ora the particular situations. (p . 419 and p. 429)

In the Cl field Anderson (1965, 1968), Wells and Watson (1965), McKinney

(1972), working with 6-year-olds, adults and mental-retardates respectively

have shown that strategies involved in solving Cl problems can be taught.

Siegler arld Liebert (1975) using tree diagrams and Siegler and Atlas (1976)

using an algorithm have also shown how the use of certain learned strategies can

aid problem-solving.
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However the importance of mainta ining affective involvement in the material

cannot be overemphasized. A seri es of di sjo inted logical exercises.which

violate a pupil's interest in content and inhibit personal involvement are

doomed. (See Mann and Phillips,196 7).

b. Raising the general l evel of intellectual functioning

The following methods could be attempted:

Piaget (1950) suggests that Jiscussion has a large part to pl~y in encou

raging the appearance of formal operctions. Out:;ide the Piagetian model

Abercrombie (1960) with medical students and Gloom and Broder (1950)

wi th underachi evi ng College students arque that di scuss t on improves the

Quality of thinking. It t s not accidental that exclus i ve educational

instituti ons boast low student-staff rati os whi ch allow more discussi en

between students and staff.

Piaget (1972 cited by Modgil, 1974) suggests thnt:

what is needed a ~ both the universi.ty and secondary level are teachers

who indeed know their subject but who apprG'!~h it fr~ a co;:scantly

interdiscipl inaTy point of view, i.e. knowing how to give gen~r~l sib

nificance to the structures they use and to reintegrate them into ove r-:

all systems ~mbracing other discip lines. (pp. 273-274)

This view is agreed with in principle: however this is the age 0f special

isation and broad interests are selected against. High school teachers

find that keepi ng up to da~e with one subject is sufficiently demanding.

However if the curriculum developers are able to pfrform the integration
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and give guidance it may wel l become possible for persons initially

lacking the interdisciplinary approach Piaget speaks of to implement

his views. Lucas (1972) shows how the Australian Science Education

Project has indeed managed to bridge knowledge from traditiona ily

separate subjects by using prepared programmes.

Lawson and Wollman (1977) argue that successful learning takes place in

a situation which imitates what is in fact the historical process of dis-

covery. In this situation the learner notices interesting occurrences,

follows them up and experiences personal involvement. In the classroom

this method is called discovery learni aq (Al1subel,1968) or inquiry learn-

ing (McKinnon and Renner,1971) and has been clai:ned to be associated wi th

both a rise in IQ and a movement towards the use of formal operations

(Marek and Renner,!979) . .

A subject called t hi nki ng could be taught (Dc 80no,1972). After re~d-

ing De Bono vs literature it is cor.si dered that De Bono has not rel ated

his theorising to any accepted body of knowledge ~onc~rned with think~ng

and is too idiosyncratic to be of general use.

M~ys(1965) suggests that logic be taught at school. He argue~ chat

mathematics is taught: logic has just as much right to be taught as has

mathematics. At first this seems a gcodidea. However it would only

really be of use if transfer could be encouraged. School math~~atics

is a subject using many f01TIal operations. However it is presented as

a subject in its own right and not as a vehicle for the teaching of think

ing. If the same happens to logic, the school will simply have a subject

tif no dir~ct use in its already overloaded curriculum.
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Whimbey (1975) suggests that if reading is regarded as thinking in re

sponse to printed stimuli, then reading comprehension exercises offer a

socially acceptable and efficient method of practising the processes of

adult thinking.

Certain "study habits" (a popular term for a wide variety of strateqi es

and processes e.g. Goldman and Hudson, 1973) are characteristic of poor

comprehension and reasoning ability. Whimbey (1974) describes

these processes as follows:

(1) inadequate attention to the details of the problem to be solved,

(2) · inadequate ut i l i sat i on of prior knowledge that would help in

solving the problem, and

(3) absence of sequential step-by-step analysis of the relationships

among the ideas involved. (p. 50)

Bloom and Broder (1950) note that low aptitude students are inclined to

take the view t hat answers must be immediately available - if they are

net then pothing can be done to help solve the problem presented.

Remed ial attention should lead to enhanced functioning and a greater re-

spect for the process of reasoning.

3. CONCLUSION

Although the attempt to develop a valid and reliable test of intellectual

processes was of limited success it is concluded that research in this area

is highly relevant to education 3t the present time. There ~s a growing con

viction that pupils can learn to use processes, strategies and intellectual

skills which will increase their general level of intellectual functioning.
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Available tests do no t give accurate measures of processes and it remains for

someone to produce an acceptable process test - or series of tests - which

can measure processes of importance in education. Ideally, this test would be

related to a curriculum project in WhlCh a suitably pragmatic model of desired

processes was constructed and programmes aimed at bringing about the learning

of these processes were brought into being. With the emphasis on life-long

intellectual growth models of adolescpnt intellectual functioning would pro

bably be readily applicable in the emergent field of adult education.

It is hoped that the skills of psychologist and educator will both be used

for the benefit of the future development of the individual.
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Class:

Date of Dirth:
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These ouestions are being used to find out how people of your age
th ink•. You must try to answer- each cu e s t i on. Once you have put i ~
an answer you may not ch4nge it.

SECTION A

1. Watch the demonstration.
Underline the correct answer.

The sphere is heavi3r than the nancake.

The pancake is heavier than the sphere.

The pancake and the sphere are equal Iy heavy ~

Give a reason for your an swer starting with the following words:
I think this is the answer because

2. Watch the demonstration.
Underl ine the corpect s tatement.
The sphere wil I push the water level up more.

Both objects wi I I p~sh the w~ter level up th~ same amount.

Tho sausage wi I I push the wBter level up rnor&.

Give a reason for your answer st.arting with the following words:

I think this is the answer because

3. Watch the demonstration.

The red block is fCiur times as lar:3e as the blue block.
The red block i s twice as heavy as the blue block.

Underline the correct statemer.t.

Both blocks have an equal chance of sinking.

The red block is more likely to sin.k .

The blue block is more I~kely to sink.

GiVe a rea&~n for your answer starting with the following words:
I think this is the answer because
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4. Watch the demonstration.
Underl ine the correct stateme nt .

The heavier cyl inder wi I I push the water level up more~

The heavier cyl inder wi I I push t he water level ~p less.

Both cylinders wi I I pu sh the water l e ve l up the same amount.

Give a renson for your a nswer starting with the following words:
I think this is the answer because

5. Watch the demonstration.
Explain ~S fullya~ you can why these objects sink in water.

SECTlot'J

Four groups of pupi 15 carry out an experiment with a pendulum.
Watch the demonstration of Group l's experiment.

1. By making certcin cha nges it is po ssi ble to vary the
speed at which a pe ndulum swill9s to and fro.
What THREE things could be chcngedin an attempt to Vary
the speed at which this pendulum swings to and fro?

i i )
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Group l's pendulum had rilon~ string, a large weight, a row d~o~ .
and swung to and fro slowly. tapproximately 16 times in 30 seconds).

Wat6h the d~monstration of ~roup 2's experiment. Grbup 2's
experiment had
a short string,a 's ma l-I we-i -ght, Cl h 'igh drop and swung -t o and ·f.ro
rapidly. (approximateLy 30 times in 30 's e cond s )

So far we have· done two exper; ,ments.•-
You have seen that: The string can be long or short

Thewe.ight canvbe. .large- ..or .s ma LL
The drop can be high or low.

2. Suppos e you th i nk that the Iength of the str i ng affects the .
-.:-pee d .....a:t.. .which.. the - pe ~ du -lum . sw i ngs ...t o . .and. f r .o, ..wh i.ch -- ONE-.of
~he fol lowing combi.~ations would you use in an experiment to :
~f incl .ou t; .i ·f --:the- .1 engtb...of. the str i og . .doesaffect-the ...apeed-..a.t .
which the pendulum swings to and fro?
Using a rule~ underline the combination, you would use~

long str t ng · Iarge we ght !ow drop
long string large we ght high drop
long s~rin9 smal I we gh t lo~ drop
long string smal I we ght high drop
short string large we ght low drop
short stri~g large We ght hi~h drop
short string sma:1 we ght low drop
ehort strin~ .ama l l we ght high drop

1 ~.. ,

3.

4.

Suppose you think that the si~e of the weight affects the speed
at which the ~endulum swings to £nd fro • . Which ONE of the
following combinetions would you use in an experi~ent to find
ou t; if the size' of the we i ghtd08S affect the speed at wh i eh .
the pendulum swings to and fro?
Using a ruler, underline the combinstion you would' use.

long string IRrge w~ight low drop
long string large weight high drop
long string smal I weight I~w drop
long string smal 1- weight high drop
short ptring l ~rge weight low drop
short ~tring I~~ge weight high drop
short strin~ smal I w~i9ht low drop
short string small weight high drop

Supp~~e you think ~hat t~e height of the d~op affects the ' speed 
at which the pendUlum sWings to and fro. Wh;ch ONE of the '
fol .l<?w.ing com~inations would you use in ' an exp~r.iment·t{\fi·nd
out If the height of the dro~ does affect the speed at which
the pendulum swings to and fro?
Using ~ . ~uler, underline the combi~ation you would use.
long str~ng large W~!9ht lo~ drop : '
long str!ng large weight high drop
long strIng : s~a l l weight lo~ drop
long stri~9 small we!ght high dr~p
short !?tr! ng t arge .We! got . Iow d,r.op,
.sh~rt s1:r!ng large w~~ght high drop
short str!ng . smal I We!9ht low d~op
~h9rt st~lng·smal I weight high drop
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Next, Group 3 and Gro up 4 try to find out ,what affects the speed
at which the pendulum swings to .a nd fro • .

Study the summary of res~lts below and answer the questions which
fol low ..

141

I
ILE NGTH

. .
Sl,~ I NGS TOI OF STR H!G ; ·5 1ZE OF vIE I GHT HEl GHT OF DROP

IGroup [- & FRO

1 i long large low I slowly
I I -I

LGrou p 2 1 short I smal I high ~r3P i~I~ _~I
j .

I ~ rapidlyGroup 3! short lar$e low

i
Gro\Jp 4 , long I small low !.sl.owly!. I .
5. Conside~ the length of the string.

Wh i c h of the following statements is correct? Underline
your choice.

The I ength of the sti'" i n9 has no effect on the spaed
at which the pendulum swings to and fro.

The longer the s t r- i ns the f e.st er- the p e ndu I urn sw i ngs
to a;ld">fr

The longer the string the slower the pendulum swings
to and fro.

AI I three factors have an equal effect on the speed at
which the pendulum swings to and fro.

There is not enough information to be sure of an answer.

6. Consider the size of the weight.
Which ot the following statements IS corr~ct? Underline
your choice.

The size of t he wc i ght .135 no effect on the speed at
which the pend~lum swings to and fro.

The larger the weight the fester the pendulum sWIngs to
clnd fro.

The larger the weight · the slower the pendulum sWIngs to
and fro.

AI I the factors have an eQual effect on the speed at which
the pendulum swin9~ to and fro.

There is not enough information to be sure of the answer.

7. Consider the height of the drop.
Which ·of the foJ lowi~9 s t a t e me nt s IS correct? U"derli ne
your choice.

The height of t he drop has no effect on the speed at which
the pendulum swings to and fro.

The lower the drop the faster the pendulum swings to and fro.

The lower the drop the slower the pendulum swings to and fro.

AI I three factors have an equal effect on the speed at which
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8. \~h i eh of the following methods
,

best for finding out theIS
effect of t.he length of the string? Under I i ne your choice.

Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 3.
Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 4.
Compare exocr i mervt.s done by Group 2 and Group 3.
Compare experiments done by Group 2 and Group 4.
Compare eXj)eriments done by Group 3 and Croup 4.
One must use a combination of the above methods.

9. Which of the following methods is best for finding out the
effect of tlle sIze of the weight? Underline your choice.

Compare experiments done . Group 1 and Group 1. .Dy v·

Compare experiments done by Group 1 and Group 4.
Compare experiments done by Group 2 and Group 3.
Ccmpc:rc experiments done by Group 2 and Group 4.
Compare experiments done by Group 3 and Group 4.
One mUBt u (;or:> a cornbinaticn of the above methods."'~

10. \'Jh i eh of the following methods . best for finding out theIS
effect of the height of the drop? Under I i ne your choice.

Compare experiments done by '"' 1 and Group 3.broup

CompBre experiments done by Group 1 and Group 4.
CompBr-c exper i merrt s done by Group 2 and Gr -oup 3.
Compare experiments done by Group 2 and GrOl!p 4.
Comper-e experiments done by Group 3 and Group 4.
One must use a combination of the above methods.

----- 000
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XI

APPENDIX B

TESTER'S COMMENTARY AND MARK SCHEME

This appendix gives details on the method of administration and the mark

scheme used when evaluating test results. The test sections and spoken in

struction are arranged in the sequence in which the test was administered.

When the pupi "ls were seated the following instructions were given:

Today we tire g01ng to do some problems. Some are easy; some are

difficult. This test will not in any way affec~ your school marks -

so Y0tlUlust work entirely independently.

~he questions will take about 40 mi~utes to answer.

I will go through each question with you. If you do not understand

what you ha ve to do put up your hand and I will come to you and try

to help Y0U.

The papers were t hen given out. The tester read through the test wit h

the pup i l s who waited after each item until the whole -class was ready to

proceed.

Name:

Class:

Date of Di r t h :

These questions a r e being used to fin d out how people of your cge
th ink. You must try to e n swer- each quest ion. Once yC':'1 have put in
an answer you meynot change it. 1

1 The last statement was modified by instructions given during the test.

Changes wer e allowed until a page was turned.
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Please fill in your name,

class e.g.4B,

full date of birth (not 1978).

We will now work through t he questions together.

SEcn ON A

1. Watch the dCffi0nstration.

Here are two spheres of plasticine. (The spheres are given to a

pup i L, ) To the best of. your judgement are they equally heavy? If

not please adjust the quantity of plasticine and make them equally

heavy. (The spheres are given back.) I now deform the one sphere

into a pancJ.ke.

Cori'ect multichoice answers in Al - A4 are underlined.

Underiinethe correct ~nswer.

The sphere is heavier than the pancake.

The pancake is heavier than the sphere.

!he pan_cake and the sphere aree_qua I' y heav.x.

Give a reason for your answer startin~ with the fol lowing word~r

I think this is the ar.swer because

Mark echeme for Al

The pancake and the sphere are equally hea:vy

i.e. multichoice correct.

They have the same amount of matter / mass / quantity

This is an affirmation of equivalence of mass -

The subject argues the r.onservation of weight with reference

1

1
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to the conservation of mass. An elabora ted argument could be:

The mass must be the same; therefore the weight must be the same as

they are directly proportional to each other at any one ~0int on

earth.

A mark was not given for saying "They are Lhe same" or "They are equally

heavy" as this was deemed to be repititionof the multichoice s~atement.

The two pieces are th6 same weight. 1

A mark was given here because it indicated the correct understanding of tha

concept of heavy; i.e. that heaviness was a property associated with weight.

They were the same before (They could be made the same as befcre)

Argument by reversibility

No plasticine was taken away

No plasticine was added

Both the above are part of the argument; by i.deut i ty

The deformation was of no consequence

The spatial f orui is irrelevant

The pancake was uride but: thi~

Argument by compensati~n

1

1

1

1

1

Tot[fl 8

2. W3tch the demonstration.

Here are two more spheres of plasticine.

Do these t wo :spheres - as far as you can judge - take up t he same

amoup-t of space or room? (The spheres are handed to a pupil.)

If not adjust the plasticine until they take up the sam2 amount of

space or room.

Are these two beakers - as far as you can judge - filled to the

same level? (The beakers are placed in front of another pupil.)
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If not adjus t the water level until they are. (The spheres and bea-

kers are collected.)

The one sphere is rolled into a sausage. Suppose I submerge the

sphere in this beaker and the sausage in this beaker.

Under I ine the correct statement.

The spher-e will push the water I eve I up more.

Both objects wi I I pu~h the ~~ter levej ~p t~e

The s eue aqe w i I I push the water i eve I Up mar••

Give a reason for your answer starting with the following words:

I think this is the answer because

Mark echeme f op A2

Both objects will pu~h the watep level up the swne amount

i.e. multichoic2 item correct

They have the sallle volume / space / poem / size

This is an affirmatian of th~ equivalence of volume.

,They wepe the same befcpe (They could be made the same as bef ope ) '

Argument by reversibility

No vlasticine was taken away

No plasticine ~as added

Both o~ the ab ove are part of the argument by i~entity

The deformation was of no consequence

The spatial form is irrelevant

1

1

1

1

1

1

Because the objects wepe of the same volume they cause the same quantity of

displacement 1

Considering objects 1n relation to a continuous medium acting on the objects

from all directions simultaneously.

Total 7
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3. Watch the demonstration.
The red block is four times as large as the blue block~

The red block is twice as heavy as the blue block.

Here are two blocks of two different unknown substances. I want you

to decide which block is more likely to sink - in other words you

must decide which block has the greater chance of sinkine·

Under I ine the correct statement.

Both blocks have an equal chance of sinking.

The red block is more like Iy to sink.

The blue block is more likely ~o ~in~~

Give a reason for your answe~ starting with the following wo~ds:

think this is the answer because

Before you tu~ over make sure you have complete~ all questions vn

this page. Once you have. turned over you will not be allowed to turn

back and 6ake ~ny changes to these answers.

Mark scheme fur A3

The blue block is more likely to sink

i.e. multichoice item correct

The blue block is more dense than the red block

1

1

The subject may have limited understanding of density so marks are given for

explicit reasons e.g.

The mass volume ratio is greater in the case of ~he blue block 1

than in the case of the red block 1

Red is four times larger but only inao t -imes heavier 1

Total 5
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Here are two metal cylinders - one copper and one aluminium.

(The cylinders are given to a pupil.)

Are both of equal width and height? Yes. Which cylinder 1S

heavier? - Yes, the copper cylinder.

Are the water levels in the two headers eq~al? If they are not,

adjust the l ev e l s until they are. (The cylinders and beakers are

eo llected. )

Suppose che cylinders were each submerged into a beaker of water.

-2-

4. Watch th3 demonstration.

Marv. scheme for A4

Both cylinders wiU pueh the ioai er level: up the same amount

i.e. multichoice item correct

The cyLinders are of the same voLume or si ze or take up t he same space or

room.

Because they are equn.L in ~oL~e or s~ze they dispLace the same

1

1

quant i ty of water . 1

The mass of ~he cy~inde~s does not af fect the diRpLacement of the water 1

Total 4

~riderl ine the correct statement.

The hee v i er cy I i nder w i I I pus h t he water Ieve I up more."

The heavier cyl i ndcr wi I ! push the water level up less.

Bot h cylinder s wi I I push t he wat ~r level up the same amount.
~--~ ~-----'''-----

Give a reoson f or your a nsw e r ~t ~rt 'l no w',th th - I i .~ Q , e i D oWing wor- ds e
I think this is the answer be c a u s e v
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~. W~tch the demonstration.

I will drop in a number of objects:

a pin

a curtain ring

a marble

a drawing p1n.

Explain as full~ as vou ca n why these objects sink in water.

Mark scheme for AS

The objects r~ve gre~ter density than water 1

Surface t ens ion is not strong enough to play a part 1

The vo Lume mass ratio l eads to s i nking 1

The packing of pax-t.i cl ee is cl.oeer i n subs tances which are more dense 1

lcm 3 of the substances is heavier than lcm 3 of wat~r

OR the object is heavier than an equal volume of iaatier

OR t he upward force is greater than the ,doioruoard fOY'ce 1

Total 5

SE£.Il0~! 0

four groups of pupi Is carry ou t an e xperiment with a pendulum.
Watch the demonstration oT'Group l ' s experiment.

This is a pendulum. Notice how it swings.
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1. Oy ma ki ng certai n change s it is po ss i b le to vary the
spee d at which Cl pen dul um s wi ngs to a nd fro.
What THREE things cou l d be ch~ngedin an attempt to vary
the s pee d at wh ich t hi s pendu lum sw i ngs t o a nd fro?

i i )

i i ! )

Before you t urn over make sure Y0 U nave completed al l quest ions on

this page. Once you have turned over you wi l l not be ~ l l owed to turn

back and make any changes to these an swers.

Mark sche me f or Bl i , ii~ i ii

Thr e:e of:

Group l' s
and swung

1. Length of s tri ng

2. Size; of JJeight

3. Hei ght of drop

4. Degree of push

and any o ther v a.lid suggestions.

- 3-

pendu Ium ha d Cl 'l on!5J st,,' i n9 , a' !'ar.ge ' "le i ght , a 10\,,' dr.op .
to an d f ro s l owl y. t approxi mately 16 ti mes in 30 s e corids },

Watc~ the d~monsf~ ~t i ~ n of Group 2 / s exp e~ ime n t .

A second pendulum is allowed to swing.

1

1

1
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Group' 2 .'5
experiment had

'0 shof'.t str i.n9J' ·a .s ma.l I wei.gn.t., a high drop and SWU"g to and. fr-o
rapidly. (appr~ximatel'Y 30 times in 30 : ~ e c o nds )

SQ 'f~r. . }-JP. .have ..dP,11e. .t \:>' O . expe.!:...i.rnerTts.•..
You have seen that: The string cen be long or short

Thf' ....ei ght ~~.rJ ~~ J er.se .9 r s.me;! I I
The ~rop can oe high or low.

The ~orrect answers for 82 - BID are indicated by means of the correct ans

wers being underlined.

~.. Supoose you th i nk that the 'ength of · t.he stri ngaffects thp. .
~p'e.ed ~t w~ i eh the p e ridul urn ~w i ns~ ~o ' and. fro, whj ch . ot'!E 4 of
the fol towing combin~tlons would you use in an experlmen~ to .
fi ndout if thp I ength, of the s tri ng. doe s ~ff~ct tIle spee.d at

"wlli<Sh"the penciulum swings to and fro?

You have seen two experiments. You are now required to design a

third experiment.

Using a ruler ~ underline

long string large
long string . l ~ r ge

long 'string smal;
long string smell
short strln q large
short string large
short string sm~1 I
s~ort string . smal!

; .

we 8ht high drop
we ght low drop
~e sht high drop

use.

3. Suppo~e you think th~t the si~e of the weight affects .t he soeAd ~
at whI?h the p-:ndu! urn S\ol i ngs to and fro • . ':'fh:ieh O~]E of the ' :
foll?w,ng co~b,n£tlons wo~ld you use in an experi~en~ to fi .nd
out,f the size of the we,ght does affect the speed at whi'ch
+'he pendulum swings to and fro?

You have seen two experiments. You are now required to design a

chird experiment.
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Using a rule~ underline the combination you would use.
low' drop
high drop
lab' drop

. high drO"p
low drop
hiSh drop
low drop
high drop .

large we i ght
large Height
smal! we i ght

long st'ri ng
long string
long string

4. Suppose you think that the height of 't he dro~ affe~ts the speed
at which the pendul um swings to and fro. Wh Ich ONE of th& ;
folloHing combinations would you use in . an experiment . to fi~d
out . if ·the height of the d~op doe~ affect the s~eed at which
the pendulum b~ings to and fro?

You have seen two experi~ents. You are now required to design a

third experiment.

Using Cl ruler, underline the combination you wou ld-use • .

long string large we ght loy droo
lonC'! str i ng I argc wc ghth i a.h dr~R
long stringsmal I we ght I.ow drop
long string smal I .we ght h~9hdrop

short ~tr;ng lerge we ght low drop
short strinq l~rge we ght high drop
short s tring smal I we ght low d~9Q

short 5tr~n~c smal ! weight high drnn

Before you turn over make sure you chave completed all questions on

this page. Once you have turned over you will not be allowed to

turn b3ck and make any changes to these answers •

.~.-

~ext, . Gr.oup 3,ahdGroup .4 try to. find out ·what affects the .s pe ed
at ·wh'l-ch :the : p e ndu lum sw i.OgS ,t .'1 and Fro.

Study the summary of results below and answer' the que-st ions wh i ch
fo I1m~l.

As each pendulum was described a demonstration was given.
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Next , Gro up 3 an d Gr oup 4 t r y t o fi nd out what affects the speed
a t wh i ch tbe pe ndu lu m s wi n gs to a nd f r o.

Study t he summary of r e su l t s be l ow a nd a nswe r t he questions which
follow.
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,

ILE NGTH OF STR I ~! G j S IZE OF \1} EI GHT IHEI GHT OF DROP S',; I NGS TO

t & FRO

1 I
I

l arge
I

low slowlyGroup long I

I I I
s ma I1 '1 high rapidlyGrc'Jp 2 I s hor t I II I .

Group
I

shor t I lar ge I 10\01 lrapidl y3 ,
I

-1 T -
Group 41 long I sma II low I s low I y

J I , '

~

5.
" .,

Consider th e len gth of the st r i ng .
Wh i ch of t he follo win g state ments is ~o r r ect? Underl ine
your choice.

The len gth of t he str i ng ha s no effect on t he s peed
at which the pendulu m swings to an d fro.

The longer the string t he fas t er t he pendulum SWings
to a nd fro.

The lon oe r th e str i ~g the s lower the oe ndu lum sw 1ngs
to and f ro.
AI I thre e f a c tor s ho ve a n e qu a l effec t on the spe ed at
wh ich th e pendulu m sw i ngs to an d f r o .

Ther e is n~t e ncugh informati on to , be sure of ar answer.

6. Conside r th e s ize of t he weight.
Wh i c h of the followin g s t ateme nts I S ~Qr r ect? ' U~derline
youI"' choice.

The si ze of th e wei ght has no eff ect on t he spe ad a t
~ hi ch the pe ndulum sw i ngs to and fr o .

The Inrge r the we ight t he f as t el"' t he ~endu l u m s w;ngs to
a r.d fl"'o.

The lar ger t he wei ght the slower th e pe n du ! ~ m swings to
an d fro.

AI I t he f actors have a n equa l effect on t he s pe e d at which
t he pe ndul um swin gs to a nd f ro .

There i s noi e nough i ntormati on t o be sti re of ' t he a ns we r .

7. Consi der t he he ight of t he drop .
"'!h i e h ' of t he f o I lowyng s t a teme nt s I s c or rect? Unde r I i ne
yo ur c ho ice .

The hei ght of t he drop hss no e f f e c t o n t~e sp~ed at which
the pen dll Ium sw i ngs t o a nd f r o .

The lower the dr op t he f a s t er the :pen dulum s wi ngs t o end fro.

The lower the drop the slower t he pen du Ium sw i ng s 't o' a nd f r-o,

AI I t hl"' e e f e c t o r- s have an equa I effect on t he s peed at whi eh
t he pen du lum swi nRs t o A n ~ ~"~
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- 5-

8. Vlh i e h of the f o 1.1owi ng methods 1 5 best f o r fi ndin g out the
e f fect of oche length r- t he s t ri ng? Und e r l i ne your choice.OT

Compare e xper' i merrt o done ! Group 1 and G:--ou r 3.DY

Compe r e • L done b y Group 1 end Grou p 4.e xp e r' • merrcs

Compere expe r ime nts do ne
,

Gr oup 2 and Group 3.oy

Compare e x p e r- i men ts do ne by Croup 2 and Group 4.
ComDer- e exper i m", nts do ne by Gr oup 3 an d Group 4.

t

One mu s t use a combin at io n of t he abo ve methods • .

9. "Jh i eh of t !-le f o l lowing meth ods · 1 5 bes t f o r f i nd i ng out the
eff ect. of t he of t he weigh t ? Under I i ne your ~ .

s Ize cno r ce ,

Compare exper iments do ne b y GrouD 1 and Group 3.
I

.,
eXD .::r i m~n ts do ne

,
G.roup ~ e nd Gr9u p 'l .vo moar 0 :Jy 1_... .- ..

"
Compare e xp e r' i rne nt.s do ne Sy Group ~ e nd Gr-0U P 3.
,..

e xperi me nt s done by Gr ou p 2 a nd Gr oup 4.\"ompar E;

Compar e e xperi me nt s done bv Gr oup ') an<J Group 4.v

One mu e t u s e a comb inat i o n o f ~the a bove methods.

10. '~'! h i eh o f the fo I I (H I j ng metho ds i s best f o r fin dir.9 out the
effec t of' the he ight of t he d r o p ? Unde r I i ne your c hoiGc.

Comp a r e expe r iments do ne I Group 1 and Group 'Jo y 0"

Compa r e . . do ne by Gr oup 1 a nd GrouD 4.e xp er I i11en-CS
I

Comp er- e e x p o r' : me nts d one b y Gr oup 2 a nd Gr ou p ?
v'

C()mpar e . ...... done
,

Grou p 2 and Group 4.exper lmen"s o y

Compare expe r iments dcrie b y Gr'.:'up 3 cnd Grou p 4.
Qrl e _must use a .cornb i na t i on of the above me t.ho d s ,

Befor e you close your booklets make sure you have completed al l the

questions on both t hese pages.
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PLATES

The following plates show the apparatus and crit~cal features of the

presentation of the two sections of the test.
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SEcnON J,

PLATE 1

ITEM AI: THE TWO PLASTICINE SPHERES

1- ~ . ~ ~ _

PLAfE 2

ITEM AI: THE ONE SPHERE HAS BEEN "DfFORMED

156
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PLATE 3

ITEM A2: THE TWO PLASTICINE SPHERES

PLATE 4

ITEM A2: THE ONE SPHERE HAS BEEN DEFORMED

157



Pl.ATE 5

ITEM A2: THE TWO OBJECTS AND THE TWO BEAKERS OF WATER

- - -- - ----- _ .----_..__._--- - --_ .- .---

PLATE 6

ITEM A3: THE TVJO BLOC KS
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PLATE 7

ITEM A4: THE WIDTH OF THE CYLINDERS IS EQUAL

PLATE 8

ITEM A4: THE HEIGHT OF THE CYLINDERS IS EQUAL

------------~------_.~~~~~~- ---
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PLATE 9

ITEM A4: THE TWO CYL INDERS AND THE TWO BEAKERS OF WATER

-~- ------------------------ - --------------- ---- - -_._-

PLATE 10

ITEM A5: THE MARBLE AND THE BEAKER OF WATER

160



SECTION 81

PLATE 11

PENDU~UM WITH LONG STRING,

LARGE WEIGHT AND LOW DROP

PLATE 12

PENDULUM WITH SHORT STRING .

SMALL WEIGHT AND HIGH DROP

161

1 I t is i~ap~ ropriate to assign each plate to a particular item as in



PLATE 13

PENDULUM WITH SHORT STR ING,

1 LARG F: WEIGHT AND LOVJ DROP

PLATE 14

PENDULUM WITH LCNG STRING )

SMALL WEIGHT AND LOW DROP

1'62
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